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CHAPTER 78

An Act to reform the Law
respecting Residential Tenancies
Assented to June 22nd, 1979

by and with the advice and consent of
H ERthe MAJESTY,
Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario,
enacts as follows:
t .-{1) In this Act,

(a) "benefits and obligations" includes all benefits
and obligations, regardless of whether they touch
and concern the land and regardless of whether
they relate to things that were in existence at the
time the tenancy agreement was made;
(b) "caretaker's unit" means a rental unit used by a
person employed as a caretaker, janitor, manager,
watchman, security guard or superintendent in
respect of the residential complex in which the
rental unit is situated;

(c) " Commission" means the Residential Tenancy Commission established under Part VIII;
(d) "landlord" includes the owner, or other person
permitting occupancy of a rental unit, and his

heirs, assigns, personal representatives and successors in title and a person, other than a tenant
occupying the rental unit, who is entitled to possession of the residential complex and who attempts
to enforce any of the rights of a landlord under a
tenancy agreement or this Act, including the right
to collect rent;
(e) "mail"

mail;

means first-class, registered or certified

lnterpre·
tation
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(j) "Minister" means the :\finister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations or such other member of the
Executive Council as is designated by the Lieutenant Governor in Council to administer this Act;
(g) "mobile home" means any dwelling that is designed
to be made mobile, and constructed or manufactured to provide a permanent residence for
one or more persons, but does not include a travel
trailer or tent trailer or trailer otherwise designed;
(h) "mobile home park" means the rental units, and
the land, structures, services and facilities of which
the landlord retains posse5sion and that are intended
for the common use and enjoyment of the tenants
of the landlord, where two or more occupied mobile
homes are located for a period of sixty days or
more;

1973, c. 101

(i) "non-profit co-operative housing corporation" means
a corporation incorporated without share capital
under The Co-operative Corporations Act, 1973 or
any predecessor thereof or under similar legislation
of Canada or any province, the main purpose and
activity of which is the provision of housing for
its members, and the charter or by-laws of which
provide that,
(i) its activ1t1es shall be carried on without
the purpose of gain for its members,
(ii) on dissolution, its property after payment
of its debts and liabilities shall be distributed
to non-profit or charitable organizations,
(iii) housing charges, other charges similar to
rent, or any other charges payable by member5 are decided by a vote of the members
or of a body duly elected or appainted by
the members, or a committee thereof, and
(iv) termination of occupancy rights may be
brought about only by a vote of the members or of a body duly elected or appointed
by the members, or a committee thereof,
and that the member who5e occupancy rights
are terminated bas a right to appear and
make representations prior to such vote ;
(j) "prescribed" means prescribed by the regulations
made under this Act;
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(k} "rent" includes the amount of any consideration
paid or given or required to be paid or given by
or on behalf of a tenant to a landlord or his agent
for the right to occupy a rental unit and for any
services and facilities, privilege, accommodation or
thing that the landlord provides for the tenant in
respect of his occupancy of the rental unit, whether
or not a separate charge is made for such services
and facilities, privilege, accommodation or thing;

(l} "rent deposit" means a security deposit that section 9 docs not prohibit a landlord from requiring
or receiving;
(m) "rental unit" means any living accommodation or
site for a mobile home used or intended for use as
rented residential premises and includes a room in a
boarding house or lodging house:
(n) "residential complex" means a building, related
group of buildings or mobile home park, in which
one or more rental units arc located and includes
all common areas, services and facilities available
for the use of residents of the building, buildings or
park;
(o) "security deposit" means money or any property
or right paid or given by a tenant to a landlord
or his agent or to anyone on his behalf to be held
by or for the account of the landlord as security
for the performance of an obligation or the payment
of a liability of the tenant or to be returned to the
tenant upon the happening of a condition;
(j>) "services and facilities" includes,

(i) furniture, appliances and furnishings,
(ii) parking and related facilities,
(iii) laundry facilities,
(iv) elevator facilities,
(v) common recreational facilities,
(vi) garbage facilities and related services,
(vii) cleaning or maintenance services,
(viii) storage facilities,
(ix) intercom systems,
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(x) cablevision facilities,

(xi) heating facilities or services, (xii) air-conditioning facilities,
(xiii) utilities and related services,
(xiv) security services or facilities;
(q) "subsidized public housing" means a rental unit

R.S.C. 1970,
c. X-10;
R.S.O. 1970.
cc.213,317

rented to persons or families of low or modest income at reduced rents by reason of public funding
provided by the Government of Canada, Ontario or
a municipality, including a regional, district or
metropolitan municipality, or by any agency thereof,
pursuant to the National Hottsi'ng Act (Canada),
The Hottsing Development Act or The Ontario H01ts£ng
Corporation Act, and where the amount of the reduced
rent is determined by the income of the tenant;
(r) "tenancy agreement" means an agreement between

a landlord and a tenant for occupancy of a rental
unit, whether written, oral or implied;
(s) "tenant" means a person who pays rent in return
for the right to occupy a rental unit and his heirs,
assigns and personal representatives and a subtenant is a tenant of the person giving the subtenant the right to occupy the rental unit.
Idem

(2) For the purposes of this Act, a tenant has vacated
the rental unit and the residential complex where the
tenancy has been properly terminated and,
(a) the tenant has left the rental unit and informed
the landlord that he does not intend to return; or
(b) the tenant does not ordinarily live in the rental

unit, and the rent he has paid, including any
rent deposit if it \Vas applied, is no longer sufficient to meet the tenant's obligation to pay rent.
Idem

(3) For the purposes of this Act, a tenant has abandoned
the rental unit and the residential complex where the
tenancy has not been properly terminat ed and,
(a) the tenant has left the rental unit and informed

the landlord that he does not intend to return; or
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(b) the tenant does not ordinarily live in the rental

unit, has not expressed an intention to resume
living in the rental unit, and the rent he has paid,
including any rent deposit if it was applied, is
no longer sufficient to meet the tenant's obligation
to pay rent.

2.-{1 ) This Act applies to rental units in residential Application
.
of Act
complexes and to tenancy agreements, despite any other
Act and despite any agreement or waiver to the contrary.
{2) Where a provision of this Act conflicts with a provision Contlict
of any other Act, other than The Condominium A ct, 1978, 1978. c. 84
the provision of this Act applies.
3. This Act i,; binding on the Crown.

i\ct binds
Crown

4. This Act does not apply to,

Exemptions
from .>\ct

(a) transient living accommodation provided in a hotel,

motel, inn, tourist home, hostel or other similar
accommodation;
(b) living accommodation occupied as a vacation home

for a seasonal or temporary period;
(c) living accommodation, whether situate on or off a
farm, where occupancy of the premises is conditional
upon the occupant continuing to be employed on the
farm;

(d) living accommodation provided by a non-profit
co-operative housing corporation to its members;
(e) living accommodation occupied by a person for

penal, correctional, rehabilitative or therapeutic
purposes or for the purpose of receiving care;

Ul

living accommodation established to temporarily
shelter persons in need;

(g) living accommodation provided in connection with
the purposes for which the institution is established
by a hospital, a nursing home or a home for the
aged;

(h) living accommodation provided by an educational
institution to its students or staff where,
(i) the living accommodation is provided primarily
to persons under the age of majority, or
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(ii) all major questions related to the living
accommodation are decided after consultation
with a council or association representing the
residents,
unless the living accommodation has its own selfcontained bathroom and kitchen facilities and is
intended for year-round occupation by full-time
students or staff and members of their households;
(i) living accommodation situate in a building or project

used in whole or in part for non-residential purposes
where the occupancy of the living accommodation is
necessarily connected with the employment of the
occupant in, or the performance by him of services
related to, a non-residential business or enterprise
carried on in the building or project.

U) premises occupied for business or agricultural purposes with living accommodation attached under a
single lease unless the person occupying the living
accommodation is a person other than the person
occupying the premises for business or agricultural
purposes, in which case the living accommodation
shall be deemed to be a rental unit.
PART I
TENANCY AGREEJ\IENTS
Agreement
may be oral,
written or
implied

5.-(1) A tenancy agreement may be made orally or m
writing or may be implied.

Term

(2) An oral or implicu tenancy agreement for a term or
period greater than one year shall be deemed to be a tenancy
agreement for one year only.

of oral or

implied
agreement
Standard
form of
agreement

(3) A written tenancy agreement shall be in the form set
out in the Schedule hereto and shall be signed by the parties
or their agents.

Where tenancy
agreement
deemed to be
in writing

(4) A tenancy agreement shall be deemed to be in writing
where it has been signed by one party or his agent, given
to the other party or his agent, and thereafter the tenant is
permitted by the landlord to take occupancy of the rental
unit.

Agreement
deemed to
include
provisions
of standard

form

(5) Every tenancy agreement not in the form set out in
the Schedule shall be deemed to include the provisions of
the form set out in the Schedule and any provision of the
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tenancy agreement that is inconsistent with the provi,;ions
of the form set out in the Schedule or this Act is void.
(6) The Short Forms of Leases Act does not apply to tenancy
_
agreements made under this Act.

1

Non ~ .
app ication o 1
R.S.O t<J7n,
c. 436

(7) The term or period of a tenancy shall be measured Commencefrom the date the tenant is entitled to occupy the rental :~~~:~
unit under the tenancy agreement.
(8) All tenancy agreements are capable of taking effect at
• from t h e d ate 11xe
r.
d for t h e commencement o f
1aw or .m eqmty
the term or period regardless of whether the tenant has
occupied the rental unit.

Agreements
take effect
without
occupancy

(9) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission Remedy
'
• d to occupy t h e occupancy
where
d etermmes
t h at t h e tenant was not perm1tte
rental unit in accordance with the tenancy agreement, the not given
Commission may make an order requiring the landlord to
compensate the tenant for loss suffered as a result of not
being permitted to occupy the unit, but nothing in this
subsection prevents the tenant from applying to a county
or district court or to the Supreme Court for specific performance of the tenancy agreement.
6. ---(1) In addition to the benefits and obligations con- Additions
.
to :;tandard
tained in the form of tenancy agreement set out m the form
Schedule, a landlord and tenant may provide in a written
tenancy agreement for other benefits and obligations which
do not conflict with this Act , but where an obligation concerns the tenant's use, occupancy or maintenance of the
rental unit or residential complex or use of services and
facilities provided by the landlord, the obligation cannot be
enforced unless it is reasonable in all the circumstances.

(2) A landlord shall not establish or modify, nor can he Hou'e
mies to be
enforce, rules concerning the tenant's use, occupancy or reasonable
maintenance of the rental unit or residential complex or use
of services and facilities provided hy the landlord unless they
are in writing, made known to the tenant and reasonable
in all the circumstances.
(3) Unless shown to be otherwise, for the purposes of
. sect10n
. , a rulc or obl'1gat1on
.
. reasonable w h ere 1t
. 1.s,
t h 1s
is

(a ) intended to,
(i) promote fair distribution of services and facilities to the occupants of the residential
complex ,

Where rule
reasonable
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(ii) promote the safety or welfare of persons
working or residing in the residential complex,
or
(iii) protect the landlord's property from abuse;
(h) reasonably related to the purpose for which it is
intended;
(c) applicable to all tenants in a fair manner; and
(d) sufficiently clear in its prohibition, direction or
limitation of the tenant's conduct to inform him of
what he must do or must not do in order to comply
with it.
Dctom>ination

(4) A landlord or a tenant may apply to the Commission

~:awnableness to determine whether a rule or obligation is reasonable in
all the circumstances.
Where
compliance
oTder not to
issue

(5) Where the Commission determines that the tenant
has breached the obligation imposed by subsection 1 of
section 40 (compliance with additional obligations), no
order shall he made under clause a or b of subsection 4 of
section 40 unless the Commission is of the opinion that the
breach has resulted in damage beyond ordinary wear and
tear to the rental unit or residential complex or unreasonable
interference with,
(a) the safety; or
(b) the enjoyment for all usual purposes by the land-

lord or any tenant or members of their households,
of the residential complex or any rental unit.
Accelerated
rent
prohibited

7 .-{1) A tenancy agreement shall not contain any provision to the effect that a breach of the tenant's obligations
under the tenancy agreement or this Act results in the whole
or any part of the remaining rent becoming due and payable,
or results in a specific sum becoming due and payable, and
any provision of this kind is void.

Remedy
whore
accelorakd
rent paid

(2) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission determines that any moneys that the tenant has paid
to the landlord have been paid under a provision in the
tenancy agreement that is void under subsection 1, the Commission shall make an order requiring the landlord to repay
to the tenant the moneys so paid.
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8.-(1) Where a prospective tenant, at the request of a
.
.
d
h
.
.I d
1and lord, srgns a ocument, t e tenant IS ent1t e to retain
a cop"
of the document that he has signed.
J

Tenant
cnt1th·d to
retain copy

Qfsigntd

document

(2) \Vhere a tenancv
agreement is in writing,
the land.
•
lord shall ensure that a copy of the agreement, signed by the
landlord and the tenant, is given to the tenant within
twenty-one days after it has been signed by the tenant and
given to the landlord.

Delivery
of ropy
~f tenancy

(3) Where the copy of the tenancy agreement is not given
. accord ance wit
. h su b section
.
2 t hen, untr·1
to t h e tenant m
the copy is given to the tenant,

Failure to
dehver
ropyof

agreement

agreement

(a) the landlord's right to enforce the tenant's obligation
to pay rent is postponed; and
(b) any obligations of the tenant in addition to those
contained in the form of tenancy agreement set
out in the Schedule do not apply.

9.-(1) A landlord shall not require or receive a security
deposit from a tenant other than,

Security

dc.po-sits

(a) in the case of a weekly tenancy, the rent for a period
not exceeding one week; or
(b) in the case of a tenancy other than a weekly
tenancy, the rent for a period not exceeding one
month,
which shall be applied only in payment of the rent for the
period immediately preceding the termination of the tenancy.
(2) Subject to subsection 3, a rent deposit may be required dep0'1t
When.rent
may
only at the commencement of the tenancy.
horequired
(3) Where there has been a lawful rent increase, a landlord Whore rent
may require the tenant to pay, as an addition to the rent increased
deposit, the amount necessary to increase the deposit to a
sum not exceeding the new rent for the period to which the
deposit is applicable.
(4) A landlord shall pay annually to the tenant interest
on the rent deposit at the rate of 9 per cent per year.

Interest

(SJ \Vhere, on the application of a landlord or a tenant, Remedie•
the Commission determines that any sum of money is payable under this section or that a sum of money has been paid
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in excess of that permitted, the Commission may make an
order requiring the payment of money in accordance with
its determination.
A<lditional
charges
prohibited

I 0.-(1) A landlord shall not require or receive from a
prospective tenant any payment, except rent, in respect of
the granting of a tenancy, but nothing in this section
prevents a landlord from charging a tenant or prospective
tenant for improvements to the rental unit requested by the
tenant or prospective tenant where the improvements would
not ordinarily be the responsibility of the landlord and any
charge for the requested improvements shall be deemed not
to be a rent increase under this Act.

Remedy

(2) Where, on the application of a tenant or prospective
tenant, the Commission determines that the tenant or prospective tenant has made any payment prohibited by subsection 1, the Commission may make an order requiring the
landlord to return the payment to the tenant or prospective
tenant.

Post-dated
cheques

11.-(1) A landlord or a tenancy agreement shall not
require the delivery of any post-dated cheque or other
negotiable instrument to be used for payment of rent.

Cre<lit cards

(2) A landlord shall not require or accept the payment of
rent by means of a credit card.

Permission

1 2. Express permission to breach, or the failure to enforce, an obligation under a tenancy agreement or this Act
does not prevent the enforcement of the obligation where
another breach occurs.

to breach
obligation

Application ol
R.S.O. 1970,
C.

236

t 3. To the extent that they are consistent with this Act,
sections 38 and 39 of The Commercial Tenancies Act (which
concern the effects of a tenant's bankruptcy) apply to rental
units and t enancy agreements under this Act.

PART II
CHANGE OF LANDLORD OR TENANT
GENERAL
Change of
landlord,
benefits and
obligations
continue

14. Where there has been a change of landlord, all
benefits and obligations arising under this Act, and any
additional benefits and obligations arising under a written
tenancy agreement, bind the new landlord.

Change
of tenant,
benefits and
obligations

15. ·Where there has been an assignment of a tenancy
agreement by a tenant, all benefits and obligations arising

continue
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under this Act, and any additional benefits and obligations
arising under a written tenancy agreement, bind the new
tenant.
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING

16.-(1) A tenant may, subject to subsection 2, transfer
• to anoth er person, b ut t h e
. ng
. h t to occupy t h c renta1 unit
h1s
transfer may only be one of the following types;

Ri~ht to
assign
orsublet

1. \Vhere the tenant does not intend to return to the
rental unit, he may give up all his interest m the
rental unit to the other person, in which case the
transfer shall be called an assignment.
2. Where the tenant intends to return to the rental
unit, he may give the right to occupy the rental
unit to the other person for a term ending on a
specified date before the end of the tenant's term or
period and provide that the tenant will resume
occupancy on that date, in which case the transfer
shall be called a subletting.
(2) An assignment or subletting is not valid unless,

Consent

(a) the landlord has given his written consent, which

consent shall not be unreasonably withheld; or
(b) the Commission has made an order permitting the
assignment or subletting to be made without the
landlord's written consent.

(3) A landlord shall not make any charge for giving the
consent referred to in clause a of subsection 2 except a sum
to compensate the landlord for his reasonable expenses
arising from the assignment or subletting, not exceeding $50.

Charge
for consent

(4) Consent to assign or consent to sublet shall be in the Fonn °1
prescribed form and shall be signed by the landlord or his consent
agent.
(5) An .assignment shall be in the prescribed form and as!;Jgnment
Form of
sha11 b e signed by the tenant and the new tenant or their
agents and, where there is a written tenancy agreement, a
copy shall be attached.
(6) A subletting agreement shall be in the prescribed form Fann °.r
.
d b y t h e tenant an d t h e sub-tenant or t h CIT
. subletting
an d sh a 11 b e s1gnc
agreement
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agents and, where there is a written tenancy agreement, a
copy shall be attached.
When
assignment
or subletting
takes effect

(7) An assignment or subletting takes effect on the date
the new tenant or sub-tenant is entitled to occupancy.

Subsidized
public
housing

(8) Subsection 1 does not apply to a tenant of subsidized
public housing.

Remedies

(9) Where, on the application of a landlord or a tenant,
the Commission determines any question arising under this
section, the Commission may make an order,
(a) where the landlord has unreasonably withheld his
consent, permitting the assignment or subletting to
be made without the landlord's written consent; or
(b) directing the payment of any moneys that are payable
by one to the other.

Improper
assignment

or subletting:
remedy

Deemed

valid
assignment

Delivery
of copy of
tenancv
agreenlent

Failure to
ddiver copy
of
agreement

17 .-(1) Where, on the application of a landlord brought
within sixty days of his learning of a transfer of occupancy,
the Commission determines that there has been a transfer of
occupancy that does not comply with, or is not permitted
by, section 16, the Commission may make an order evicting
the occupant on the earliest reasonable date.

(2) Where the landlord has not applied under subsection 1,
the transfer of occupancy shall be deemed to have been a
valid assignment from the time the new tenant first occupied
the rental unit.
(3) \Vhere a transfer of occupancy has been deemed to
be an assignment, the new tenant shall be entitled to demand
a copy of the written tenancy agreement, if any, that is
applicable to the rental unit.
(4) Where a copy of the applicable written tenancy
agreement is not given to the new tenant within twentyone days of the new tenant's demand for it, then, until the
copy is given to the new tenant or until the landlord has
offered to enter into a new tenancy agreement with him,
(a) the landlord's right to enforce the new tenant's

obligation to pay rent is postponed; and
(b) any obligations of the n ew t enant in addition to
those contained in the form of tenancy agreement
set out in the Schedule do not apply.
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18. \Vhere there has been an assignment under this Act

407

Consequences
' of assignment

(a) the new tenant is liable to the landlord for any breach

of the tenant's obligations under the tenancy agreement or this Act, where the breach relates to the
period after the assignment, whether or not the
breach began before the assignment:
(b) the former tenant is liable to the landlord for any
breach of the tenant's obligations under the tenancy
agreement or this Act, where the breach relates to
the period before the assignment;

(c) the new tenant is entitled to enforce against the
landlord any obligation of the landlord under the
tenancy agreement or this Act, where the breach of
obligation relates to the period after the assignment, whether or not the breach began before the
assignment;

(d) the former tenant is entitled to enforce against the
landlord any obligation of the landlord under the
tenancy agreement or this Act, where the breach
of obligation relates to the period before the assignment; and
(e) where the former tenant has started a proceeding
under this Act before the assignment, and the benefits
or obligations of the new tenant may be affected,
the new tenant is entitled to join in or continue
the proceeding.
19. \\There there has been a subletting under section 16

'

Consequences
of subletting

(a) the tenant remains entitled to the benefits, and is

liable to the landlord for the breaches of the
tenant's obligations, under the tenancy agreement
or this Act during the term of the su blctting;
(b) the sub-tenant is entitled to the benefits, and is
liable to the tenant for the breaches of the subtenant's obligations, under the subletting agreement
or this Act during the term of the subletting.

20.-(1) A sub-tenant has no right to occupy the rental 'When
sub-tenant
unit after the end of the term of the subletting.
must vacate
(2) Where, on the application of a tenant or a landlord, Ro~cdy
. ,
d etermmes
.
.
d against
t h e Comm1ss1on
t h at a sub -tenant h as continue
ovorholding
to occupy the rental unit after the end· of the term of the suh-tonant
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subletting, the Commission may make an order evicting the
sub-tenant on the earliest reasonable date.
Deemed
valid
assignment

(3) Where a tenant or a landlord has not applied under
subsection 2 within sixty days after the end of the term of
the subletting and the sub-tenant has continued to occupy
the rental unit, a valid assignment to the sub-tenant shall
be deemed to have taken place on the date the sub-tenant
first occupied the unit under the subletting agreement.
CHANGE OF LANDLORD

Landlord's
right to sell,
mortgage, etc.

21.-(1) No sale, mortgage or other dealing with the
landlord's interest in the residential complex depends for
its validity on the acceptance of the transaction by the
tenants of the residential complex.

Person to

(2) A tenant may continue, without prejudice, to pay rent
to his landlord until he has received written notice that
another person has acquired the landlord's right to possession
of the residential complex and is attempting to enforce
any of the rights of the landlord under the tenancy agreement or this Act, including the right to collect rent.

whom rent

is payable

Where
tenant
uncertain

Cons~quc:ncc.s

of change of
l.tndlord

(3) Where a tenant is uncertain about who is entitled
to be paid the rent, he may request the Commission to
enquire into the matter and where the Commission is unable
to ascertain the person entitled to the rent, the Commission may
direct the tenant to pay his rent to the Commission until
the person entitled to the rent is determined, at which time
the rent shall be paid to that person.

22. Where there has been a change of landlord,
(a) the new landlord is liable to a tenant for any breach
of the landlord's obligations under the tenancy
agreement or this Act, where the breach relates to
the period after the change of landlord, whether or
not the breach began before the change of landlord:
(b) the former landlord is liable to a tenant for any
breach of the landlord's obligations under the
tenancy agreement or this Act, \Vhere the breach
relates to the period before the change of landlord;
(c) the new landlord is entitled t o enforce against a

tenant any obligation of the tenant under the
ten ancy •'agreement or this Act, where the breach
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of obligation relates to the period after the change
of landlord, whether or not the breach began before
the change of landlord;
(d) the former landlord is entitled to enforce against a
tenant any obligation of the tenant under the
tenancy agreement or this Act, where the breach
of obligation relates to the period before the change
of landlord; and
(e) where the former landlord has started a proceeding
under this Act before the change of landlord, and
the benefits or obligations of the new landlord may
be affected, the new landlord is entitled to join in or
continue the proceeding.

PART III
BENEFITS AND OBLIGATIONS
SECURITY OF TENURE
Restriction on
23.-(l} A tenancy may not be terminated except in termination
accordance with this Act.
of tenancy

(2} A landlord shall not regain possession of a rental unit on
Restriction
recovery
unless'
of possession
(a} a writ of possession has authorized the regammg
of possession; or
(b) the tenant has vacated or abandoned the rental unit.
24.- ( 1) \Vhere a tenancy agreement specifies a date for renewal
Automatic
the tenancy agreement to end, the landlord and tenant shall oi t enancy
be deemed to have renewed the tenancy agreement on that
date as a monthly tenancy with the same benefits and obligations as existed under the former tenancy agreement,
subject to a rent increase that complies with section 60
(notice of rent increase}.

(2) Subsection 1 applies where,
(a } the landlord and tenant have not entered into a new
tenancy agreement; and
(b) the tenancy has not been terminated in accordance
with this Act.

Application
of subs. l
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MUTUAL OllLIGATIONS
Change of
locks·

rental unit

25.---{l) A landlord or tenant shall not change the locks
on any entrance to the rental unit without the agreement
of the other party made at the time of the change.

residential
complex

(2) A landlord or tenant shall not change the locks on
any entrance to the residential complex so as to unreasonably
interfere with the other's access to the complex.

Remedies

(3) Where, on the application of a landlord or a tenant,
the Commission determines that an obligation imposed by
this section has been breached, the Commission may make
an order,
(a) requiring the person who breached the obligation to
give access to the residential complex or rental
unit;

(b) requiring the person who breached the obligation to
not breach the obligation again;
(c) requiring the person who breached the obligation to
compensate the party affected for loss suffered as a
result of the breach.

right to
privacy

26.-(1) A landlord shall not enter a rental unit unless
he is given the right to do so by this section.

Landlord's
right to
e nter

(2) A landlord has the right to enter a rental unit, and
the tenant shall permit the landlord to enter,

Tenant's

(a) to perform the landlord's obligations under the
tenancy agreement and this Act;

(b) to inspect the rental unit where the tenant has
requested his consent to an assignment or subletting;
(c) to show the rental unit to prospective tenants after
the tenant ha.'i given notice to terminate the tenancy, the landlord and tenant have agreed to
t erminate or the Commission has made an order
terminating the tenancy;
{d) to inspect the rental unit and to permit a mortgagee
or prospective mortgagee or an insurer or prospective insurer to inspect the unit where a mortgage or insurance coverage is being arranged or is
required to be renewed on the residential complex;
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(e) to inspect the rental unit on the day the tenant

is required to vacate the unit to determine if the
tenant has fulfilled his obligations under the tenancy
agreement and this Act.
(3) A landlord who intends to exercise the right to enter
given by subsection 2 shall first give written notice to the
tenant at least forty-eight hours before the first time of
entry under the notice, specifying the purpose of the entry
and the days and the hours during which the landlord
intends to enter the rental unit, and those hours must be
between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m.

Nee.d for
notice

(4) Unless the tenant objects to the days and hours set Tenant may
out in the landlord's notice and specifics alternative days and ~f~c;~~tive
hours that are reasonable in the circumstances, the landlord hour.
may enter in accordance with the notice given under subsection 3.
(5) A landlord has the right to enter the rental unit with- Entry
. . t h e notice
. reqmre
. d b y su b sect10n
. 3 w h ere,
without
out givmg
notice
(a) an emergency exists, in which case the tenant shall

permit the landlord to enter;
(b) the tenant consents at the time of entry; or

(c) the landlord has good reason to believe that the
tenant has vacated or abandoned the rental unit.
(6) A landlord has the right to enter a rental unit, and Landlord's
·
nght to enter
t h e tenant sh a 11 permit
the Iandlord to enter, to show the to
show unit
rental unit to prospective purchasers of the residential topro~pcctive
purchasers of
complex,
complex
(a) at times agreed to between the landlord and the

tenant; or
(b) where there is no agreement, on the days and at
the hours specified by the Commission on the application of either the landlord or the tenant.
(7) Where, on the application of a landlord or a tenant, Remedies
the Commission determines that an obligation imposed by
this section has been breached, the Commission may make an
order,

(a) requiring the person who breached the obligation
to not breach the obligation again;
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(b) requiring the person who breached the obligation to
compensate the affected party for loss suffered as a
result of the breach.
Dutyt.o
mmumze
1os&:5

Landlord''
duty where
tenant

abandon>

27 .-(1) Where a landlord or a tenant becomes liable to
pay compensation as a result of a breach of the tenancy
agreement or this Act, the person entitled to claim the
compensation has a duty to take reasonable steps to minimize
his losses.

(2) Where a tenant abandons a rental unit, the landlord
shall endeavour, in minimizing his losses as required by
subsection 1, to re-rent the rental unit as soon as is practicable
and at a reasonable rent.
LANDLOHD'S OllLIGATIONS

Landlord's
responsibility
to repair

28.-(1) A landlord is responsible for providing and
maintaining,
(a) the rental unit;

(b) the residential complex; and
(c) all services and facilities promised by the landlord
whether or not included in a written tenancy agreement,
in a good state of repair and fit for habitation during the
tenancy and for complying with health, safety and maintenance and occupancy standards required by law.
Reduction
of services,
etc.

(2) Any "ub-.tantial reduction in the provision of services
and facilities shall be deemed to be a breach of subsection 1.

Knowledge of
non-repair
immaterial

(3) Subsection 1 applies regardless of whether any state
of non-repair existed to the knowledge of the tenant before
the tenancy agreement was entered into.

Remedies

(4) Where, on the application of a t enant, the Commission
determines that the landlord has breached the obligation
imposed by this section, the Commission may make an order,
(a) requiring the landlord to comply with bis obligation;
(b) requiring the landlord to not breach his obligation
again;

(c) authorizing any repair or other action by the tenant
that has been taken or is to be taken to remedy
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the effects of the landlord's breach and requmng
the landlord to pay any reasonable expenses associated with the repair or action;
(d) requiring the landlord to compensate the tenant
for loss that has been or \Vill be suffered as a result
of the breach, including any loss that was suffered
as a result of an unreasonable delay by the landlord in remedying the effects of the breach;
(e) terminating the tenancy on a date specified by the

Commission where the breach of obligation is so
substantial that the continuation of the tenancy
\vould be unfair to the tenant.
(5) A tenant shall give prompt notice to the landlord of
. l b reach of t h e obl'igation
.
.
d b y su b any su bstantia
impose
section 1 that comes to the tenant's attention.

Notice of
suhotant1al
breach

(6) Where the landlord does not remedy the breach within Pfayment
. .
b
h o rent to
ten d ays, t h e tenant may pay to t h e Comm1ss10n y cas , Commission
certified cheque or money order all or part of the rent lawfully required on the subsequent dates specified by the
tenancy agreement and the payment of rent to the Commission shall be accompanied by an application to the Commission under this section.
(7) Where the Commission is of the opm1on that the Where tenant
.
docs not act
tenant had no reasonable grounds to believe that there was on rcaeonablc
a substantial breach of the obligation imposed by sub- grounds
section 1, the Commission may make an order,

(a) requiring the tenant to compensate the landlord
for any additional reasonable expenses incurred by
the landlord in collecting rent from the Commission;

(b) where the tenant persistently diverts rent without
reasonable grounds, terminating the tenancy and
ev:ic~ing the tenant on a date specified by the Comm1ss10n.
(8) \,"\There, based on the obligation imposed by subsection Compmsation
.
.
f
l . .
for personal
1, a person c1auns cornpensat10n or persona lTIJury, no injury
compensation shall be awarded unless it is shown that the
landlord \Vilfully or negligently breached the obligation.

29.-(1) A landlord shall not, until the date the tenant Dutytonor
.
•
withhold
vacates or abandons the rental umt, withhold or cause to be vital
withheld the reasonable supply of any vital service, such as •ervices
heat or fuel or electricity, gas, hot and cold water or other
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public utility, that it is his obligation to supply under the
tenancy agreement, or deliberately interfere with the supply
of a vital service whether or not it is his obligation to supply
that service during the tenant's occupancy of the rental unit.
Remedies

(2) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission
determines that the landlord has breached the obligation
imposed by subsection 1, the Commission may make an order,
(a) requiring the landlord to comply with his obligation;
(b) requiring the landlord to not breach his obligation
again;
(c) requiring the landlord to compensate the tenant

for loss suffered as a result of the breach;
(d) directing the tenant to pay to the Commission
all or part of his rent that would otherwise be payable to the landlord;
·
(e) terminating the tenancy on a date specified by the

Commission, where the breach of obligation. is so
substantial that the continuation of the tenancy
would be unfair to the tenant.
Notice
required
where public
utility
to be
di$continued
R.S.O. 1970,
c. 390

(3) \¥here a corporation, including a municipal corporation, or a public utility commission, that supplies any public
utility within the meaning of The Public Utilities Act has
reason to believe that a building or mobile home park it
supplies is a residential complex, the corporation or commission shall not stop the supply from entering the residential complex or any rental unit therein because of a
failure to pay the rate or charge due to the corporation or
commission unless the corporation or commission, not less
than seven days before the day on which the supply is to be
stopped, gives notice in writing to the Commission of its
intention to do so.

R ole of
Commission
in preventing

(4) \Vhere the Commission receives a notice under subsection 3, or where the Commission is otherwise notified
that the supply of a public utility to a residential complex
or any rental unit therein has been or is likely to be stopped,
and if the Commission after enquiry into the circumstances
is of the opinion that the landlord of the residential complex has breached or is likely to breach his obligation to
furnish the supply of the public utility to the residential
complex, the Commission, after first affording the landlord
an opportunity to be heard, may make an order directing
any or all of the tenants in the residential complex to pay
t o t he Commission all or part of the rent that would otherwise
be payable to the landlord.

discon~

tinuance
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30.---{1) A landlord shall not unreasonably interfere with,

(a) the safety; or

Duty to no.1
Interfere with
safety or
enjoyment

(b) the enjoyment for all usual purposes by a tenant

or members of his household,
of the rental unit or residential complex.
(2) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission determines that the landlord has breached the
obligation imposed by this section, the Commission may
make an order,

Remedies

(a) requiring the landlord to comply with his obligation;
(b) reqmnng the landlord to not breach his obligation
agam;

(c) reqmnng the landlord to compensate the tenant
for loss suffered as a result of the breach;
(d) terminating the tenancy on a date specified by the
Commission where the breach of obligation is so
substantial that the continuation of the tenancy
would be unfair to the tenant.
31.--(1 ) A landlord shall not seize the personal property
of a tenant for any breach by the tenant of the tenancy
agreement or this Act, including the obligation to pay rent.

J\'oseizur~

of tenants

property

(2) Subsection 1 does not apply to a seizure of property
when the seizure is made by the sheriff in satisfaction of an
order of a court or the Commission.

Seizureby

(3) Where , on the application of a tenant, the Commission determines that the landlord has breached the
obligation imposed by this section, the Commission shall make
an order,

!{emedies

shenff

(a) that the personal property be returned;

(b) that the landlord compensate the tenant for any
d~magc done to the property and for the wrongful
seizure.
32.-(1) A landlord shall give notice to his tenants of,

(a) the legal name of the landlord, the landlord's
address for the giving of notices or documents
and, where there is no agent of the landlord having
authority in respect of the residential complex, the
landlord's telephone number; and

1\'otice of
legal name
ol landlord,
etc.
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(b) the name, address and telephone number of any

agent of the landlord having authority in respect
of the residential complex.
Post ing
of notice

(2) Where a landlord rents more than one rental unit
in the same residential complex and retains possession of
part of the complex for the common use of all tenants, he
shall fulfil the obligation imposed by subsection 1 by posting
up and maintaining posted in a corispicuous place the information required by subsection 1.

Proceeding-;
again't
landlord

(3) Any proceeding taken by a tenant may be commenced
against the landlord in the name provided under clause a
of subsection 1.

Remedy

(4) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission determines that the landlord has breached an
obligation imposed by this section, the Commission shall
make an order requiring the landlord to comply with his
obligation.

Rent 5chedule

33.-(1) Every Landlord shall maintain and keep available,
in the residential complex, for examination at reasonable
hours, a schedule showing, for each rental unit located in
the residential complex of which he is the landlord, the
following information:
(a) the number of bedrooms;
(b) the current rent being charged for the unit;
(c) those services and facilities, accommodations and
things included in the current rent for which a
separate charge is allocated by the landlord and the
amount of each such charge;
(d) the immediately preceding rent that was charged for
the unit;
(e) those services an d facilities, accommodations and
things inclu ded in the immediately preceding rent
for which a separate charge was allocat ed b\· t he
landlord and the amount of each such charge, and
(j) the date of the last rent increase for the unit.

Posting of
notice

(2) \Vhere t here is more than one rental unit in a residential complex, the landlord shall post up conspicuously
and maintain post ed a notice advising of the existence of
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the schedule and when and where it may be examined by
persons having an interest in the matter.
(3) Every landlord shall, at least once in every twelve Copy to .
.
. to t h e Comm1ss10n
. . a copy o f t h e sc h e d u le Comm1ss1on
month penod,
give
maintained by him under subsection 1.
(4) The Commission shall keep the schedule received by it Sche<lulcs to
·
3·m t h e reg10n
·
· wh'h
·1bekeptm
un d er su bsect10n
m
le
t he res1"dentLa
region
complex is situate and shall make the schedule available for
examination by any person having an interest in the matter.

(SJ Subsection 3 does not apply to rental units that are
exempt from rent review under Part XI.

Exception

(6) This section does not apply to a residential complex ~~~:~nment
owned, operated or administered by or on behalf of the housing
Government of Canada or Ontario or a municipality, including
a regional, district or metropolitan municipality, or any
agency thereof.
(7) Where a rental unit in_ a residential
complex,
puhhc
.
.
.other Subsidized
t h an a complex re ferred to m subsection 6, IS subsidized housing
public housing, the rent charged that is shown on the schedule
shall be the total amount of the rent being received by the
landlord for that unit.
(8) Where, on the application of any person having an Remedy
interest in the matter, the Commission determines that the
landlord has breached an obligation imposed by this section,
the Commission shall make an order requiring the landlord
to comply with his obligation.
:J4. -----,_
___jl) A landlord shall comply with additional obligations under the tenancy agreement.

C-Ompliance
Wlth
artrt.itional
obligation>

(2) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Com- H.eme<lies
mission determines that the landlord has breached the
obligation imposed by this section, the Commission may
make an order,
(a) requiring the landlord to comply with his obligation;
(b) requiring the Landlord to not breach his obligation

again;
(c) requiring the landlord to compensate the tenant
for loss suffered as a result of the breach;
(d) authorizing any action by the tenant that has been
taken or is to be taken to remedy the effects of the
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landlord's breach and requiring the landlord to pay
any reasonable expen"es associated with the action.
Entry by
political
canvassers

Use of
common
room

Remedy

35.---{l) A landlord shall not restrict reasonable access
to the residential complex by candidates, or their authorized
representatives, for election to the House of Commons, the
Legislative Assembly, or any office in a municipal government or a school board, for the purpose of canvassing or distributing election material.
(2) Where a residential complex contains a common
room that is available for the recreational use of tenants,
and a tenant or group of tenants wishes to use the room
for a meeting between tenants of the complex and a holder
of, or candidate for, any elected office mentioned in subsection 1, the landlord shall not prohibit the use of the room
by reason only of the purpose of the meeting.
(3) Where, on the application of a tenant or any other
person affected, the Commission determines that the landlord has breached an obligation imposed by this section,
the Commission shall make an order requiring the landlord
to comply with his obligation.

TENANT'S OBLIGATIONS
Obligation to
pay rent

36.-(1) A tenant shall pay to the landlord the rent lawfully required by the tenancy agreement on the dates specified
by the tenancy agreement.

Remcdles

(2) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission determines that a tenant has failed to pay rent in
accordance with subsection 1, the Commission may make an
order,
(a) requiring the tenant to pay the rent owing;
(b) requiring the tenant to pay his rent on time in the

future;
(c) terminating the tenancy and evicting the tenant on
a date not earlier than,
(i) where the landlord holds a rent deposit,
the last day for which rent has been paid or
the fourteenth day following the application
to the Commission, whichever is later, or
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(ii) where the landlord does not hold a rent
deposit, the fourteen th day follO\ving the
application to the Commission.
(3) Where the Commission makes an order under clause Dctcrmina·
2 , t h e Comm1ss10n
· ·
· d etermmmg
· ·
t1onofamount
may, m
t h e of
rent owing

a o f su b section

amount of rent owing, where it considers it is justified in
doing so, take into account reasonable expenses incurred by
the tenant to remedy the effects of any breach by the landlord of his obligation under section 28 (landlord's responsibility to repair).
(4) Where, before an order is made, the tenant pays the
rent due to the landlord or the Commission, the Commission
shall not make an order terminating the tenancy for failure
to comply with subsection 1.

Where
payment
prevents

termination

(5) A tenant shall not withhold the payment of rent Tenant
except under section 8 or 17 (where landlord fails to give ~~;~~old
copy of tenancy agreement to tenant) or unless the Com- rent
mission directs the tenant to pay all or part of his rent to the
Commission or unless the tenant pays all or part of his rent
to the Commission under subsection 6 of section 28.

(6) A tenant who withholds the payment of rent for a
reason referred to in subsection 5 shall be deemed not t 0 be
in breach of the obligation imposed by subsection 1.

37 .--{1) A tenant is responsible for the repair of damage
. 1 comp1ex, me
. 1u d"mg
. an d t h e res1"dent1a
to t h e rental umt
all services and facilities provided by the landlord, caused by
the tenant's wilful or negligent conduct or that of persons
who are permitted on the premises by him.

Effect ol
withholding
payment of
rent

ltesponsibihty

for
repair
of damage

(2) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Com- Remedies
mission determines that a tenant has breached the obligation
imposed by this section, the Commission may make an order,
(a) requiring the tenant to comply with his obligation;

(b) prohibiting the tenant from doing any further
damage;
(c) requiring the tenant to compensate the landlord
for loss suffered as a result of the breach;
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(d) authorizing any repair or other action by the landlord that has been taken or is to be taken to remedy
the effects of the tenant's breach and requiring the
tenant to pay any reasonable expenses associated
with the repair or action;
(e) terminating the tenancy and evicting the tenant on
a date specified by the Commission.
Duty to not
interfere with
safety or
enjoyment

38.-(1) A tenant shall not unreasonably interfere with,

(a) the safety; or

(b) the enjoyment for all usual purposes by the landlord or any other tenant or members of their
households,
of the residential complex or any other rental unit.
Deemed
in terfeTcnce
by tenant

(2) Unreasonable interference by a person permitted by a
tenant to enter the residential complex or his rental unit
shall be deemed to be unreasonable interference by the
tenant.

Remedies

(3) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission determines that a tenant has breached the obligation
imposed by subsection 1, the Commission may make an
order,
(a) requiring the tenant to comply with his obligation;
(b) requiring the tenant to not breach his obligation

again;
(c) requmng the tenant to compensate the persons
affected for loss suffered as a result of the breach;
(d) terminating the tenancy and evicting the tenant on

a date specified by the Commission.
Landlord to
invest iga tc
complaints

(4) Where a tenant informs bis landlord that he has been
affected by a breach of the obligation imposed by subsection
1, the landlord shall enquire into the complaint and take
appropriate action, and the action taken may include the
making of an application under subsection 3.

Where tenant
not satisfied

(5) Where, after receiving a complaint under subsection 4,
the landlord docs not make an application under subsection 3
and the complaining tenant is not satisfied with the action,
if any, that the landlord has taken, the complaining tenant
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may give a written notice to that effect to the landlord and
the Commission.
(6) Where the Commission receives a notice under sub- Cornmis ion
· .5, the Comm1ss1on
· · shaII enquire
· mto
·
to cnqmrc
section
t h e matter am l , into
matter
where it is of the opinion that there would be reasonable
grounds for an application under subsection 3, shall attempt,
by whatever means it considers necessary, to resolve the
complaint by agreement.
0

(7) \\7here the Commission is of the opinion that it has Dee'?'ed
.
. h"m a rcasonable apphcation
b een unable to reso1ve t h c compIamt
wit
under subs. 3
time,

(a) an application by the landlord under subsection 3
against the tenant alleged to have breached the
obligation imposed by subsection 1 shall be deemed
to have been made;
(b) the landlord, the complaining tenant and the
tenant alleged to have breached the obligation are
parties to the appiication: and
(c) the landlord shall be deemed to have complied
with section 98.
39. Where, on the application of a landlord, the Com- ~;~~~~ fur
mission determines that,
•criousbreach
(a) a tenant has breached the obligation not to unreasonably interfere imposed by section 38, and the
continuation of the tenancy would be unfair to the
other occupants of the residential complex;
(b) a tenant or a member of his household has caused
extraordinary damage to the rental unit, the residential complex or services and facilities provided
by the landlord; or
(c) a tenant was permitted to occupy the rental unit
as a result of a promise to pay the first instalment
of rent or the rent deposit within a specified time
and,
(i) failed to do so, or

(ii) gave the landlord a cheque or other negotiable instrument for the first instalment of
rent or the rent deposit which proved to be
worthless,
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the Commission may make an order terminating the tenancy
and evicting the tenant on the earliest_possible date.
Compliance
with
additional
obligations

40.---{1) A tenant shall comply with rules or obligations
under the tenancy agreement, except those that are unenforceable under section 6 (rules to be reasonable).

Responsibility

(2) A tenant shall maintain the rental unit and all services
and facilities provided by the landlord of which the tenant
has exclusive use in a state of ordinary cleanliness.

for d eanlincss

Overcrowding

(3) A tenant shall not permit a number of persons to
occupy the rental unit on a continuing basis that results in
the contravention of health, safety or housing standards
required by law or in a breach of the tenancy agreement.

Remedies

(4) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission determines that a tenant has breached an obligation
imposed by this section, the Commission may make an order,
(a) requiring the tenant to comply with his obligation;
(b) requmng the tenant to not breach his obligation
agam;
(c) requiring the tenant to compensate the landlord for
loss suffered as a result of the breach;
(d) authorizing any action b y the landlord that has been
t aken or is to be taken to remedy the effects of the
tenant's breach and requiring the tenant to pay any
reasonable expenses associated with the action.

Illegal
activities

41 . -(1) A t en an t sh all not carry on or permit to be
carried on any illegal activity or do or permit the doing of
any illegal act in the rental unit or in the residential complex.

Remedies

(2) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission det ermines that a t enant has b reached the obligation
imposed by this section and that t he landlord or another
occupant of the residential complex has been adversely
affected, or is likely to be adversely affected by a continuation or repetition of the breach , the Commission may
make an order,
(a) requiring the t enant to comply with his obligation ;
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(b) requiring the tenant to not breach his obligation
again;

(c) terminating the tenancy and evicting the tenant on
a date specified by the Commission.
42.-(1) A tenant of subsidized public housing shall not, ofpubhc
Obligations
. )y ma k e a s1gm
. .ficant f a lse statement m
. h.1s tenants
housing
(a) knowing

application for accommodation;
(b) at any time knowingly and significantly misrepresent
his income or income-producing assets or that of
other persons occupying the rental unit; or

(c) fail to provide the landlord, within a reasonable time
after being required to do so by the tenancy agreement, with a statement of income or income-producing assets or that of other persons occupying
the rental unit.
(2) Where, on the application of a Landlord, the Commission Remer!y
determines that a tenant has breached the obligation imposed by clause a or b of subsection 1, the Commission may
make an order,
(a) requiring the tenant to compensate the Landlord

for loss suffered as a result of the breach ; ·
(b) terminating the tenancy and evicting the tenant on

a date specified by the Commission.
(3) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission determines that a tenant has breached the obligation
imposed by clause c of subsection 1, the Commission may
make an order,

Idem

(a) requiring the tenant to comply with his obligation;

(b) requiring the tenant to not breach his obligation
again;

(c) requiring the tenant to compensate the landlord for
Loss suffered as a result of the breach.

ENFORCEMENT OF COMMISSION ORDERS

4a. .\Vhcre, on the application of a. tenant, the Commission ~~~
Where
<letermmes that the landlord has failed to obey an order of fails to
comply with
order
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the Commission or a court concerning the landlord's obligations under the tenancy agreement or this Act, the Commission may make an order,
(a) directing the tenant to pay to the Commission all
or part of his rent that would otherwise be payable
to the landlord;

(b) terminating the tenancy on a date specified by the
Commission where the failure to obey the order is so
substantial that the continuation of the tenancy
would be unfair to the tenant.
Where
tenant falls

to comply
with order

44. Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission determines that a tenant has failed to obey an order
of the Commission or a court concerning the occupancy of a
rental unit or the tenant's obligations under the tenancy
agreement or this Act, the Commission may make an order,
(a) extending the time in which the tenant may comply with the order;

(b) terminating the tenancy and evicting the tenant on
a date specified by the Commission.

PART IV
TERMINATION WlTHOUT FAULT
Agreement
to
terminate

Termination
by tenant:
fixed
term

Termination
by tenant:
periodic
tenancy

45. \Vhere a landlord and tenant agree in \'.'Titing after a
tenancy agreement has been made to terminate the tenancy
on a specified date, the tenancy is terminated on the date
specified.
46. Where a tenancy agreement specifies a date for the
tenancy agreement to end, the tenant may terminate the
tenancy on the date specified in the agreement by giving
the Landlord a notice of termination not later than thirty
days before the termination date.
47. Where a tenancy agreement does not specify a date
for the tenancy to end, the tenant may terminate the tenancy on the last day of a period of the tenancy by giving the
landlord a notice of termination,

(a) in the case of a weekly tenancy, at least seven
days b efore the termination date; or
(b) in the case of a tenancy other than a weekly
tenancy, at least thirty days before the termination
date.
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48. A notice of termination by a tenant shall be in writing of
r.ontents,
tenant s
and shall,
notice of
termination

(a) be signed by the tenant or his agent;
(b) identify the rental unit to which the notice applies;

and
(c) state the date on which the tenancy is to terminate.
4-9. \\'here, on the application of a landlord, the Com- Enforcement
· ·
·
· an agreement to termma
· t e or
of agreement
mission
determmes
t h at t h ere 1s
notice to
under section 45, or that the tenant has given a written terminate
notice of termination, the Commission may make an order,
(a) evicting the tenant on the date specified in the
agreement or notice, or on the earliest reasonable
date thereafter;
(b) requiring the tenant to compensate the landlord
for the use and occupation of the rental unit, calculated for each day the tenant remains in occupation following the termination of the tenancy .
•50. Where, on the application of a landlord or a tenant, Shared
the Commission determines that,
,
~~~f:mo(a) the landlord and the tenant share a bathroom or
kitchen facility: and
(b) personal differences that have arisen between the
landlord and the tenant make the continuation· of
the tenancy unfair to either of them,
the Commission may make an order terminating the tenancy,
and where the landlord is applicant, evicting the tenant, on
a date specified by the Commission.
51 .--(1) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Termination
. .
.
l dl d .
d f .h
by landlord
for own use
Comm1ss10n determmes that the an or m goo a1t '
or where

(a) requires possession of a rental unit for the purpose sale
of residence by himself, his spouse, his child or
parent, or a child or parent of his spouse; or
(b) has entered into an agreement of sale of a resi-

dential complex and,
(i) is required by the agreement of sale to
deliver vacant possession of a rental unit to
the purchaser, and
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(ii) the purchaser requires possession of the
rental unit for the purpo!>e of residence by
himself, his spouse, his child or parent, or a
child or parent of his spouse,
the Commission may make an order terminating the tenancy
and evicting the tenant,
(c) on the last day of a rent payment period not earlier
than sixty days after the date the application is
made; or
(d) at the end of the tenancy agreement,
whichever is later.
Where
order mav be

(2) The Commission may refuse to make an order terminating a tenancy and evicting the tenant under clause a of subsection 1 where the applicant's claim is based on a tenancy
agreement or occupancy agreement that purports to entitle
the applicant to reside in the rental unit.

Early

(3) Where a tenant receives a copy of an application under
subsection 1, he may, at any time before the date specified
for termination in the application, terminate the tenancy by,

Tefused ~

termination

by tenant

(a) giving the landlord not less than ten days notice of
termination specifying an earlier date of termination
of the tenancy; and

(b) paying to the landlord on the date the tenant gives
notice of termination under clause a the proportionate amount of rent due up to the date the earlier
t ermination is specified t o be effective, and in
d etermining the proportionate amount of rent due,
the tenant is entitled to take into account the
amount of any rent deposit he has paid.
Overpay ment
by tenan t

(4) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission
determines that the tenant has terminated the tenancy under
subsection 3, the Commission shall make an order requiring
t he landlord to pay to the t enant any overpayment of rent
paid by the t enant, including any rent deposit.

Termination
for

52.- (1) Where, on t he application of a landlord, the
Commission det ermines t h at the lan dlord in good faith
requires p ossession of a rental unit for the purposes of,

demoli tion.
change of
u~eor

major repairs

(a) demolition ;
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(b) changing the use of the rental unit to a use other
than that of rented residential premises; or

(c) making repairs or renovations so extensive as to
require a building permit and vacant possession of
the rental unit,
and that the landlord has obtained all necessary permits or
other authority that may be required, the Commission may
make an order terminating the tenancy and evicting the
tenant,
(d) on the last day of a rent payment period not earlier
than 120 days after the application is made; or
(e) at the end of the tenancy agreement,

whichever is later.
(2) The Commissio~ ~ay refuse to make an oraer terminat- ~~-~~;"
ing a tenancy and ev1ctmg the tenant under clause b of sub- maybe
section 1 where the applicant's claim is based on a tenancy refused
agreement or occupancy agreement that purports to entitle
the applicant to reside itt the rental unit.
(3) Where a tenant receives a copy of an application under Early· .
·
1, h e may at any time
·
b e fore t h e d ate spec1· fie d termination
su bsection
bytenant
for termination in tht: application, terminate the tenancy by,
(a) giving the landlord not less than ten days notice of
termination specifying an earlier date of termination
of the tenancy; and
(b) paying to the landlord on the date the tenant gives
notice of termination under clause a the proportionate amount of rent due up to the date the earlier
termination is specified to be effective, and in
determining the proportionate amount of rent due,
the tenant is entitled to take into account the
amount of any rent deposit he has paid.

(4) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission ~;~~~:~~ent
determines that the tenant has terminated the tenancy under
subsection 3, the Commission shall make an order requiring
the landlord to pay to the tenant any overpayment of rent
paid by the tenant, including any rent deposit.
(5) Where a tenant has received a copy of an application Tc~an~·s
for termination under clause c of subsection 1 and has in- ~~s/r~fusal
dicated in writing to the landlord, before vacating the rental
unit, that he wishes to have a right of first refusal to rent the
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unit as a tenant when the repairs or_ renovations are completed, the tenant shall have the right of first refusal to rent
the unit, at the lowest rent that would be charged to any
other tenant for the same unit, provided that the tenant
informs the landlord by mail of any change of address.
l{emedy where
right nf first
refusal denied

(6) Where, on the application of a former tenant, the
Commission determines that the landlord has deprived the
tenant of the benefit of subsection 5, the Commission may
make an order requiring the landlord to compensate the
tenant for the loss of the benefit.

Remedy for
improper
termination

53.-(1) In addition to liability to a' prosecution under
section 123 for knowingly furnishing false information to the
Commission, where, on the application of a former tenant,
the Commission determines that the tenant vacated the rental
unit as a result of an application to terminate under section
51 or 52 ahd that the landlord or, in the case of an
application under clause b of subsection 1 of section 51,
the purchaser, did not in good faith require the rental unit
for the purpose specified in the application to terminate, the
Commission may make an order,
(a) requiring the landlord or the purchaser to pay the
tenant's reasonable moving expenses to his new
accommodation;
(b) requiring the landlord or the purchaser to compensate
the tenant for any additional reasonable expenses
incurred by the tenant, including, for a period of up
to twelve months, any increased rent that the tenant
was obliged to pay as a result of the improper
termination.

Presumption

(2) Unless proven otherwise, it shall be presumed that,
(a) a landlord, in the case of an application to terminate
under clause a of subsection 1 of section 51; or
(b) a purchaser, in the case of an application to terminate

under clause b of subsection 1 of section 51,
did not in good faith require the rental unit for the purpose
specified in the application to terminate unless the rental
unit is occupied in accordance with the purpose specified
in the application within ninety days of the date specified
for termination in the application.
Tenants of
educational
institutions,
employers or
condominiums

54. Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission determines that,
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(a) a tenant, who as a student or staff member was
provided by an educational institution with living
accommodation that is not exempt from this Act,
has ceased to meet the qualifications required for
occupancy of the living accommodation;
(b) a tenant was an employee of an employer who
provided the tenant with a rental unit during his
employment and his employment has terminated;
or

(c} a tenancy arose because of or in connection with
an agreement of purchase and sale, entered into in
good faith, of a proposed unit within the meaning of
The Condominium Act, 1978 and the agreement of
purchase and sale has been terminated,

1978, c. 84

the Commission may make an order terminating the tenancy
and evicting the tenant on a date specified by the Comm1ss10n.
;'ii'i.-(1) \Vhere, on the application of a landlord, the Tenant not
. .
.
f
. .
. m need of
Comm1ss10n determmes that a tenant o subs1d1zed pubhc public

housing is not in need of subsidized public housing, the
Commission may make an order terminating the tenancy and
evicting the tenant on a date specified by the Commission.

homing

(2) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission
.
determines that,

Tenant in
~dcl

public
housing

(a) a tenant of subsidized public housing is not in need
of the particular subsidized public housing he
occupies; and
(b) the tenant is m need of subsidized public housing
of some kind,

the Commission may make an order terminating the tenancy
and evicting the tenant on a date specified by the Commission,
but the Commission may refuse to make the order unless the
tenant is permitted to occupy another rental unit that is
subsidized public housing.
56. Where, on the application of a federal, provincial
or municipal authority, the Commission determines that
a rental unit must be vacated in order to comply with an
order by a federal, provincial or municipal authority, the
Commission may make an order terminating the tenancy

Order of
government
authority
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anrl evicting the tenant on a date which is reasonable in all
the circumstances.
\¥here rent al

unit made
uninhahitable,
etc.

i'57 .-(1) Where a tenancy agreement has become impossible to perform because the rental unit or residential
complex has been made uninhabitable by fire, flood or other
occurrence, or where the tenancy agreement has been otherwise frustrated, the tenancy shall be deemed to have been
terminated on the date performance became impossible or
the tenancy agreement was otherwise frustrated.

Application
of
R.S.O. 1970·
c. 1ss

(2) The Frustrated Contracts A ct applies to a tenancy
th a t h as b een t enntna
. t ed un d er su b sect"ion 1.

Abandonment

58.-(1) vVhere a tenant abandons or surrenders a rental
unit, the tenancy agreement is terminated on the date the
rental unit was abandoned or surrendered, but in the case of
abandonment the tenant remains liable, subject to section 27
(landlord's duty to minimize losses), to compensate the
landlord for loss of future rent that would have been payable under the tenancy agreement.

or surrender

C.Ompensation
for loss of
future rent

(2) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission
determines that a tenant has abandoned a rental unit, the
Commission may make an order requiring the tenant to pay
to the landlord the compensation for which the tenant is liable
by reason of subsection 1.

Termination
of caretaker's

59.-·-(1) Despite any other provision of this Act, where
a landlord has entered into a tenancy agreement in respect
of a caretaker's unit, unless otherwise agreed, the tenancy of
the tenant is terminated on the day on which his employment
is lawfully terminated and the tenant shall vacate the caretaker's unit not later than one week after his employment is
lawfully terminated.

t~nancy

No rent or
compensation

(2) A Landlord shall not charge or receive any rent or
compensation from the tenant in respect of the period of one
week mentioned in subsection 1.

Remedy
against

(3) Where, on the application of a landlord, the Commission
determines that a tenant has failed to vacate the premises
as required by subsection 1, the Commission may make an
order evicting the tenant on the earliest reasonable date.

caretaker who
overholds

PART V
NOTICE OF RENT INCREASES
Notice of
rent
increase

60.-( 1) A landlord shall not increase the rent for a rental
unit unless he gives the tenant a notice in the prescribed
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form setting out his intention to increase the rent and the
amount of the_ increase, expressed both in dollars and as a
percentage of the current rent, intended to be made not
less than ninety days before the end of,
(a) a period of the tenancy; or
(b) the term of a tenancy for a fixed period_

(2} An increase in rent by the landlord where the landlord has
.
. require
. d b y sub sect10n
.
l IS
. vo1'd .
not given
t h e notice

In~reaS€
vo1<l where

no notice

(3) Subsections 1 and 2 do not apply to a rent increase for Xotice
a rental unit where the rent increase is intended to take effect j~n~~~sary
when a new tenant first occupies the rental unit under a new tenant
tenancy agreement.
(4) \Vhere a tenancy agreement for a rental unit that is Taxesan<l .
.
.
u llh l v charges
not subJect to rent review under Part XI provides that the wher~ unit
tenant shall pay all, part of, or any increase in,
~~~;~~~~~~ew
(a) the taxes attributable to the rental unit; or

(b) the utility charges or heating charges attributable

to the rental unit,
and the taxes, utility charges or heating charge>' are
increased, the notice required by sub::;ection 1 nee<l not be
given and the increase shall be deemed not an increase under
this Act.
(5) Unless a tenancy agreement specificalh• provides other- Taxe;<leeme<l
.
•
J
nut to mcludcWlSe, a promise by a tenant to pay taxes shall be deemed local
not to include an obligation to pay taxes assessed for local cimhprovement
arges
improvements.

61.-(1) Where a tenant who has been
·
·
of an ·mtendd
e rent mcrease
un d er sect10n
the landlord proper notice of termination, he
to have accepted,

given a notice
.
6 0f'l
a1 s to give
shall be deemed

(a) where the amount of the rent increase 1s not subject to rent review under Part XI,
(i) the amount of the rent increase specified m
the notice of the landlord, or
(ii) such other rent increase as may be agreed
upon in writing betw-een the landlord and the
tenant; or

Wherct<:nant
la1lstog1ve
notice ol
termination
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(b) where the amount of the rent increase is subject to
rent review under Part XI, the amount of rent
increase that does not exceed the amount allowed
under that Part.
Deemed
acceptance
not to
constitute
waiver of

tenanfs
rights

(2) The deemed acceptance by a tenant of an increase in
rent in the case mentioned in clause b of subsection 1 does
not constitute a waiver of the tenant's right to take whatever proceedings are available to him under this Act for the
review of rent increases.

PART VI
TENANT'S PERSONAL PROPERTY
Tenantmfiay
remove xt ures

62.-(1) A tenant may, during the time he occupies the
I
.
b J
•
.
•
.
renta umt, remove any property e ongmg to him which IS
attached to the rental unit, provided that he repairs, or
compensates the landlord for, any damage done to the rental
unit that results from the installation or removal of the
property.

Disputes

(2) On the application of a landlord or a tenant, the
Commission may determine whether a tenant is entitled
to remove property under subsection 1 and may make an
order,
(a) permitting or prohibiting the removal of property;
(b) requiring the tenant to repair, or compensate the

Landlord for, any damage done to the rental unit.
Abandoned
personal
property

63.-(1) Unless a landlord and tenant have made a specific
agreement providing for the storage of personal property,
where a tenant leaves personal property in a rental unit or
residential complex that he has vacated or abandoned, the
landlord may remove the personal property and, on removal,
shall store and dispose of the personal property in accordance
with this section.

Worthless, etc.

(2) \Vhere a landlord has good reason to believe that an
item of personal property removed under subsection 1,

prop~rty

(a) would be unsanitary or unsafe to store; or

(b) is worthless,

the landlord may dispose of the item.
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(3) Where a landlord removes
personal property other than
L.andlortl to
.
.
give Inventory
property described in subsection 2, he shall, at the earliest
reasonable opportunity, give the Commission an inventory
in the prescribed form of the property and, where the address
of the tenant is known to the landlord, he shall give the
tenant a copy of the inventory.
(4) Where,
after .receiving the inventory, .the Commission
Pr
. 0 perty of
.
.
1itt1e va1ue
determmes that an item of personal property m the inventory
could not be sold for an amount greater than the reasonable
cost of removing, storing and selling it, the Commission
may permit the landlord to sell or dispose of the item in
the manner and subject to the terms and conditions set by
the Commission.
(5) Property that has not been disposed of or sold under Remaining
0
subsection 2 or 4 shall, subject to the direction of the Com- C: :0~% to
mission, be stored in a safe place and manner for a period of
not less than sixty days.
(6) Where the tenant or owner of an item of personal Whereproperty
to be returned
property stored by the landlord pays the landlord the cost
of removing and storing the item, the landlord shall give
the item to the tenant or owner and notify the Commission.

(7} Vilhere no person has taken possession of an item of Sale1o_1
, S d ,
h .
unc aimed
personal property stored un d er su b section
unng t e sixty property
days referred to in that subsection, the Commission may
permit the landlord to sell or dispose of the item in the
manner and subject to the terms and conditions set by the
Commission.
(8) \:i.There a landlord sells an item of personal property Proceeds of
under subsection 4 or 7, he may, subject to the terms and sale
conditions set by the Commission under those sections,
(a) retain that part of the proceeds of the sale necessary to reimburse him for the reasonable costs
of removing, storing and selling the property; and

(b} retain that part of the proceeds of the sale
necessary to satisfy any order for compensation
made in his favour by the Commission or a court,
where the order was made regarding the tenancy
agreement or this Act ,
and shall pay the balance to the Commission, who shall hold
the balance for one year for the tenant who left the personal
property in the rental unit or residential complex.
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Report on
sale

(9) Where a landlord sells an item of personal property
under subsection 4 or 7, he shall give to the Commission a
written report in the prescribed form regarding the sale
and the distribution of the proceeds of the sale.

Unclaimed
prnceeds
forfeited to

(10) Where the Commission does not receive a claim
in respect of the balance within the one-year period referred to
in subsection 8, the amount not claimed shall be forfeited
to the Crown.

Crown
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Purchaser in
good faith
acquires good
title

(11) A purchaser m good faith of an item of personal
property of the tenant sold in accordance with subsection 4
or 7 shall be deemed to have acquired good title to the
property, free and clear of any other interest.

Substantial
compliance
protects
landlord

(12) \\'here a landlord substantially complies with this
section, he is not liable to the tenant or any other person
for loss suffered by the tenant or other person as a result
of the storage, sale or other disposition by the landlord 'of
the abandoned personal property.

Remedies for
wrongful
sale, etc.

(13) Where, on the application of a person claiming to be
the owner of an item of personal property, the Commission
determines that the landlord has wrongfully sold, disposed
of or otherwise dealt with the item of personal property,
the Commission may make an order,
(a) requiring the landlord to compensate the owner for
the wrongful sale, disposition or dealing; or

(b) requiring the landlord to give the property to the
owner.

PART VII
MOBILE HOMES
Tenant's right
to sell, etc.

64.- (1) A landlord shall not restrict in any way the
right of a tenant to sell, lease, or otherwise part with the
possession of a mobile home owned by the tenant.

Where mobile
home and site
both
transferred

(2) V\'here a person obtains possession of a mobile home
owned by a tenant while it is situate in a mobile home park
and also obtains an assignment or subletting under section
16 of the site that is the rental unit, that person shall be
ent itled t o all the benefits of a tenant or sub-tenant in the
mobile home park.

Landlord as
agent for
sale. etc.

(3) A landlord shall not receive any compensation for
acting as the agent of the tenant in any negotiations to sell,
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lease or otherwise part with possession of a mobile home
situate in a mobile home park, except under a written
agency contract, entered into after the decision of the tenant
to sell, lease or otherwise part with possession of the mobile
home.
(4) Where, on the application of a tenant or any other
person affected, the Commission determines that the landlord has breached an obligation imposed by this section,
the Commission may make an order,

Remedies

(a) requiring the landlord to comply with his obligation;
(b) requiring the landlord to not breach his obligation
agam;

(c) requiring the landlord to compensate the tenant for
loss suffered as a result of the breach.
65 . -(1) A landlord shall not make any charge in respect
0 f,

Certain

~~

prohibited

(a) the entry of a mobile home into a mobile home

park;
{b) the exit of a mobile home from a mobile home
park;
(c) the installation of a mobile home in a mobile home
park;
{d) the removal of a mobile home from a mobile home
park; or
{e) the granting of a tenancy in a mobile home park,
except a sum to compensate the landlord for his reasonable
expenses arising out of the installation or removal of a
mobile home.
{2) Where, on the application of a landlord or a tenant,
the Commission determines that money is payable to the
landlord or to the tenant by reason of subsection 1, the Commission may make an order requiring the money to be paid.

Remedy

66.-(1) Except as provided in this section, a landlord Rcstraintof
. m
. any way t h e ng
. h t o f a tenant to purchase trade
s h a 11 not restnct
prohibited
goods or services from the person of his choice.
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Standards
!or

(2) A landlord may set reasonable standards for mobile
home equipment.

equipment

Whe11
traclesman
maybe
prohibited
from entry
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(3) 'Vhere a tradesman has,
(a) unduly disturbed the peace and quiet of the mobile
home park;
(b) failed to observe reasonable rules of conduct that

have been established by the landlord; or
(c) violated the traffic rules of the mobile home park,
despite a request by the landlord to discontinue the conduct, the landlord may restrict or prohibit the entry of the
tradesman into the mobile home park.
Remedies

(4) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission
determines that the landlord has breached the obligation
imposed by this section, the Commission may make an order,
(a) requiring the landlord to comply with his obligation;
(b) requiring the landlord to not breach his obligation
again;
(c) requiring the landlord to compensate the tenant for

loss suffered as a result of the breach.
Additional
obligations
of landlord

67 .-(1) A landlord is responsible for,
(a) providing or ensuring the complete removal or
disposal of garbage in the mobile home park at
least once each week;
(b) grading and maintaining all roads in the mobile

home park so that the roads are in a good state of
repair;
(c) clearing snow from mobile home park roads to
m aintain, as much as possible, the same width of
passage on the roads at all times throughout the
year;
(d) maintaining the plumbing, sewage, fuel and electrical systems in the mobile home park in a good state
of repair;
(e) maintaining the mobile home park grounds and all
buildings, structures, enclosures and equipment in-
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tended for the common use of the tenants in a good
state of repair and cleanliness; and
(j) the repair of damage to the tenant's property
caused by the wilful or negligent conduct of the
landlord.
(2) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission determines that the landlord has breached an obligation imposed by this section, the Commission may make
an order,

Remedies

(a) requiring the landlord to comply with his obligation;
(b) requiring the landlord to not breach his obligation
agam;

(c) authorizing any action by the tenant that has been
taken or is to be taken to remedy the effects of the
landlord's breach and requiring the landlord to pay
any reasonable expenses associated with the action;
(d) requiring the landlord to compensate the tenant for
loss that has been or will be suffered as a result of
the breach;
(e) terminating the tenancy on a date specified by the
Commission where the breach of obligation is so
substantial that the continuation of the tenancy
would be unfair to the tenant and requiring the
Landlord to pay all or part of the tenant's reasonable expenses in moving his mobile home to another
site.

68.-(1 ) A tenant who is the owner of a mobile home Obligal!ons
.
. 1s
. responst.ble f or mam
, t ammg
. .
th e of tenant
situate
on a rental unit
exterior portion of the mobile home in a good state of repair
and cleanliness.
(2) Where, on the application of a landlord or a tenant, the J{crncdics
Commission determines that a tenant has breached the obligation
imposed by this section, the Commission may make an order,
(a) requiring the tenant to comply with his obligation;
(b) requiring the tenant to not breach his obligation
again;
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(c) terminating the tenancy and evicting the tenant on a

date specified by the Commission.
Termination

b\' landlorcl
f0r own use
or for
clemolilion

Where no
order to he
marle

Movin~

expenses

69.-(1) Where a landlord of a mobile home park makes an
application to the Commission under section 5 1 or 52, the landlord
shall make every reasonable effort to find an alternative site of
similar character, convenience and cost to which the tenant may
move his mobile home or in which the tenant may purchase, lease
or otherwise obtain the use of a mobile home.
(2) The Commission shall not make an order terminating a
tenancy in a mobile home park and evicting a tenant under section
51 or 52 unless the Commission is satisfied that the landlord has
complied with subsection 1.

(3) Where a tenancy of a site in a mobile home park is terminated under section 30, 51 or 52, the Commission may make an
order requiring the landlord to pay all or part of the tenant's
reasonable expenses in moving his mobile home to another site.

PART VIII
RESIDENTIAL TENANCY COMMJSSION
Commission

established

Composition
of

Commi;sion

70. A commission to be known as the Residential Tenancy
Commission is hereby established.
71. The Commission shall be composed of such number of
Commissioners as the Lieutenant Governor in Council determines.

Tnmol
office

72. The Commissioners shall be appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council to hold office for a term not
exceeding five years and may be reappointed for further
successive terms of five years each.

Removal
for

73.-(1) A Commissioner may be removed from office
during his term only for misbehaviour or for inability to
perform his duties properly and only if,

<:a.use

(a) the circumstances respecting the misbehaviour or
inability are first inquired into; and

(b) the Commissioner is given reasonable notice of the
time and place for the inquiry and is afforded .an
opportunity, by himself or his counsel, of bemg
heard and of cross-examining the witnesses and of
producing evidence on his own behalf.
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(2) For the purpose of making an inquiry under suhsection 1. the Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint
a judge of the Supreme Court who shall make the inquiry
and report thereon, and a judge so appointed has, for that
purpose, the powers of a commission under Part I l of The
Public Inquiries Act, 1971, which Part applies to such inquiry
as if it were an inquiry under that Act.

Inquiry

!971, c. 49

(3) An order removing a Commissioner from office under Orrler
this section may be made by the Lieutenant Governor in ~~:-nova!
Council and the order and the report of the inquiry shall
be laid before the Legislative Assembly if it is in session or,
if not, within fifteen days after the commencement of the
next ensuing session.
7 4. Each Commissioner shall devote his full time and
attention to the work of the Commission.

7 5.-(1) Each Commissioner shall be paid such remuner•
at10n and be afforded such benefits as are fixed by the
Lieutenant Governor in Council and shall in addition be
reimbursed for his reasonable travelling or out-of-pocket
expenses necessarily incurred by him in the discharge of his
duties.

Comi:nissioners

full time

Remunerat=

(2) The Publfr Service Superannuation A ct and The Super- Application or
. Ad.yustment B enerts
,t;
A ct, 1975 , app1y to t h e Com- c.R.s.o.
1970.
annuation
387, 1975.
missioners.
c. 82
76. The Lieutenant Governor in Council shall appoint as
. .
. .
A ppeaI C omm1ss1oners
sueh num b er of Comm1ss10ners
as t h e

-~ppeaJ .
Comm1ss1oner•

Lieutenant Governor in Council determines.
7 7 .-(1) The administration of the affairs of the Commission lloa.r.i
shall be vested in a Board of Commissioners, to be composed of ~ommissioners
such Commissioners as the Lieutenant Governor in Council
designates.

(2) Five members of the Board of Commissioners, of whom one
shall be the Chief Tenancy Commissioner or his designate, constitute a quorum.

Quorum

7 8.- ( 1) One of the members of the Board of Commissioners Chief
shall be designated by the Lieutenant Governor in Council as f:~~':~~~ioner
Chief Tenancy Commissioner, who shall he chairman of the
Board and chief administrative officer of the Commission.

(2) Where the Chief Tenancy Commissioner is unable to carry
, d uties
· b ecause o f a bsence or 1'llness, the lVIinister may
out his

AL>sencc or
illne" of Chief
Ten,.ncy
Commi<>sioner
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appoint another member of the Board of Commissioners to act as
Chief Tenancy Commissioner until the Chief Tenancy Commissioner returns to duty, but an appointment under this section
shall not be made for a period of longer than six months.
Staff

79.-(1) The Commission may, subject to the approval of
the Lieutenant Governor in Council, establish job classifications, terms and conditions of employment, salary ranges
and other benefits for its officers and employees and may
appoint, employ and promote its officers and employees in
conformity \vith the classifications, terms and conditions,
salary ranges and benefits so approved.

Application of

(2) The Public Service Superannuation Act and The Superannuation Adjustment Benefits Act, 1975, apply to the
employees of the Commission as though the Commission were
a commission designated by the Lieutenant Governor in
Council under section 27 of the first mentioned Act.

R.s.o_ 1970,
387, J9/5,

C.

c. 82

Professional,
technical and
other
assistance

Duties of
Commission

80. The Commission may engage persons other than those
appointed under section 79 to provide professional, technical
or other assistance to the Commission and may prescribe the
duties and other terms of engagement and provide for payment of the remuneration and expenses of such persons.
81. The Commission shall,
(a) perform the duties assigned to it by or under this
Act and shall administer this Act and the regulations;
(b) periodically revie\V this Act and the regulations and
recommend from time to time amendments or
revisions thereof;
(c) advise and assist the public on all residential tenancy matters including referral where appropriate
to social services and public housing agencies;
(d) take an active role in ensuring that landlords and tenants
are aware of the benefits and obligations established by
this Act;
(e) periodically prepare and publish a summary of significant decisions of the Commission and the reasons therefor.

Policv
guidelines,
etc.,

available
to public

82. All policy guidelines and procedural manuals issued
by the Commission which may be used in making determina-
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tions under this Act shall be made available for examination
by the public.
83. No action or other proceeding for compensation or ~mmu'.'itrot
damages shall be instituted against the Commission, any ro~·~~~'~i~e
Commissioner, or any member of the Commission staff, for in good ra;th
any act done in good faith in the performance or intended
performance of any duty or in the exercise or the intended
exercise of any power under this Act or a regulation, or for
any neglect or default in the performance or exercise in good
faith of such duty or power.

84.-(1) Subject to subsections 3 to 8, the Commission Exdu_siv.e
has exclusive jurisdiction to examine into, hear and deter- ~~nsdiction
mine all matters and questions arising under this Act and Commission
as to any matter or thing in respect of \vhich any power,
authority or discretion is conferred upon the Commission.
-(2) The Commission may determine,
(a) whether this Act applies to a particular living

accommodation; and

Commission
may
determine
application
of Act, etc.

(b) the rental units, common areas, services and facilities included in a particular residential complex.
(3) The Commission shall not make an order for the payment of No order
.
.
.
where runount
money \vhere the amount claimed by any party to the apphcat10n claimed by
is in excess of $3,000, but nothing in this subsection prevents the ¥tr~~llover
Commission from arbitrating a dispute and enforcing a decision ·'
under section 85 or directing the payment of any rent to the
Commission in respect of an amount in excess of $3,000.

(4) Where, under this Act, a person claims a sum of money in Court. .
' .
.
excess o f S
, 3,000, h e may mstitute
proceea·mgs t h eref or m
any )unsd1ct1on
court of competent jurisdiction.

(S) Where, under subsection 4, proceedings arc instituted
.
.
.
ma county or distnct court, the court may, where the sum of
money claimed is within the monetary jurisdiction of the
court in a contract action, hear and determine the matter.

C?unty or
district court

(6) Despite the institution of proceedings in court for the Commission
proceedings
.
recovery of money, unless the court stays procecdmgs before not ordinarily
the Commission on the grounds that it would not be practicable stayed
or would be unfair to any party to continue the proceedings
before the Commission, which stay the court is hereby
empowered to make, the Commission may hear and determine, and may make an order respecting, all aspects of the
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matters in dispute that do not depend on the determination
of the claim for money.
Coinmls~ion

entitled lo
be heard
bdort stay
ordered

(7) The court shall not order a stay of proceedings before
the Commission under subsection 6 without first affording the
Commission an opportunity to be heard and to make representations to the court on the matter.

Court
jurisdidion
whcrP.
Commis.sion
proceedings
stayed

(8) \Vhere the court orders that proceedings before the
Commission be stayed, the court may hear and determine all
matters in dispute and may exercise all of the authority
of the Commission in that regard and may make any order
or decision that the Commission might have made.

Arbitration by
Commission

85.-(1) Where a dispute concerning a residential tenancy
is not within the jurisdiction of the Commission, the Commission may, with written consent of all parties to the dispute,
arbitrate the dispute and in that case the decision of the
Commission is final and binding on all parties to the dispute.

Enforcement
of decbion

(2) The decision of the Commission under subsection 1
shall be deemed to be an order of the Commission for the
purposes of enforcement.

~on-applica

(3) Where the Commission acts as arbitrator under subsection 1, The Arbitrations A ct does not apply.

tion of
KSO. 1970,
c. 25
Minister may
establish
regions

86. The Minister may, by order, establish regions m
Ontario for the purposes of this Act.

Proceeding>
in r~gion

87. An application to the Commission may only be made,
and all proceedings before the Commission shall he held,
in the region in which the residential complex in question
is situate, unless the parties otherwise agree in writing or
the Commission otherwise directs.

l'aymcnt of
Commls.sion's
expen ..:cs.

88. All expenses incurred and expenditures made by the
Commission in the conduct of its affairs shall, until the 31st day
of March, 1980, be paid out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund,
and thereafter shall be paid out of moneys appropriated therefor by the Legislature.

Commisslon
may rhargc
[ee for
copies of
dor:um ents.
dr.

89. The Commission may charge a fee in the prescribed
amount for furnishing to any person, at his request, copies of
forms, notices or documents filed with or issued by the Commission, including policy guidelines and procedural manuals.
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90. The
accounts
of the Commission
shall
be audited. by
.
.
.
.
.
.
the Provmcial Auditor or under his direction by an auditor
appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council for that
purpose, and the salary and remuneration of the auditor so
appointed shall be paid by the Commission as part of its
administrative expenses.

Audit of

Commi~~ion'~

accounts

91.-( 1) The Commission shall at the close of each year Annual
file with the l\iinister an annual report upon the affairs of the report
Commission.
(2) The Commission shall make such further reports to the Funher
Minister and provide him with such information as the Minister re~ort•
may from time to time require.
(3) The Minister shall submit the reports to the Lieutenant
Governor in Council and shall then lay the reports before the
Assembly if it is in session or, if not, at the next ensuing session.

Tabling oi
reports

PART IX
PROCEDURE

GEKERAL

92. The Commission shall adopt the most expeditious Commi"'ion
method of determining the questions arising in any proceed- ~~;~:Jftfons
ing that affords to all persons affected by the proceedings an procedures
adequate opportunity to know the issues and be heard on
the matter.
93.-(1) Every decision of the Commission shall be upon
· o f th e case.
the rea1 men·ts and ]· ust ice

Dcci•ion t~
be on merit~
and justire

(2) In determining the real merits and justice of the case, the Commission
Commission shall ascertain the real substance of all transactions !~b':t~~~~·~f
and activities relating to the residential complex and the good faith transactions
. ,
d. d .
and
of t h e participants an m omg so,
activitie,,
etc.

(a) may disregard the outward form of the transactions or

the separate corporate existence of the participants; and
(b) may have regard to the pattern of activities relating to

the residential complex.
94. The offices of the Commission shall operate at times
.
.
.
convenient
toth e publ'1c, .mel u d"mg, wh ere appropnate,
evenings,
statutory holidays and week-ends.

Commission
to operate at
convenient
times
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~AKING

OF APPLICATIONS AND
GIVING OF NOTICES

\Vhomay
make
application

95.-(1) A person may make an application to the Commission as a landlord or as a tenant, provided he was a
landlord or a tenant at the time the conduct giving rise to
the application occurred.

Rcprr.:s~nta

(2) Where more than one person has a common interest in
respect of an application to the Commission, the Commission
may authorize one or more of those persons to represent all
those persons and any order made by the Commission may
be made applicable to all.

tivr.: actions

Fom1of
application

96.-(1) An application to the Commission shall be made
in the prescribed form and shall be signed by the person
making the application or his agent.

Where name
of occupant
not known

(2) Where an application is brought against an occupant
and the name of the occupant is not known to the person
bringing the application, the name of the occupant may be
shown in the application as "occupant" and any proceedings
may be taken against, and all orders shall be binding on, the
person occupying the rental unit as if the occupant had been
correctly named.

Where name
of landlord

(3) Where an application is brought against a landlord
and the name of the landlord is not known to the person
bringing the application, the name of the landlord may be
shown in the application as "landlord" and any proceedings
may be taken against, and all orders shall be binding on, the
landlord as if he had been correctly named.

not known

Exten~ion of

time for
application
or appeal

Landlord
niust give

copy of

application to
tenaut, etc .

Tenant mu' t
give copy of
applicati<m to
land lord. •·t c.

97. The Commission may, whether or not the time for
making an application to, or filing a notice of appeal with,
the Commission has expired and where it is of the opinion
that it would not be unfair to do so, extend the time for the
making of the application to, or the filing of the notice of
appeal with, the Commission.
98.- (1) Where a landlord makes an application to the Commission, the landlord shall promptly give a copy of the application
to any tenant, sub-tenant or occupant who, at the time the application is made, is directly affected by the issues raised in the
application.
(2) Where a tenant makes an application to the Commission,
the tenant shall promptly give a copy of the application to the
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landlord, and, where the application is made under section 20
(overholding sub-tenant) or 68 (tenant's obligation to repair
mobile home), to any tenant, sub-tenant or occupant vvho, at
the time the application is made, is directly affected by the
issues raised in the application.
(3) \i\There a person other than a landlord or a tenant makes an Other ~pplican1
application to the Commission, the person making the application ;.::~~\g;"e
shall prompth· give a copv of the application to the landlord and applicJ1ion 1°
.
.
landlord. etc.
any tenant, sub-tenant or occupant who, at the time the application is made, is directly affected by the issues raised in the
application.
(4) The Commission shall, on request, give written direc- Commission
tions concerning the giving of copies of an application, and :~{,~~e
compliance with the directions of the Commission shall be directtons
deemed to be compliance with this section.
f)9. --(1) Where this Act permits or requires a notice or Method of
.
g1vmg
document to be given to a person, the notice or document notice, etc
is sufficiently given by,

(a) handing it to the person, or,
(i) where the person is a landlord, to any employee

of the landlord exercising authority in respect of
the residential complex, or
(ii) where the person is a tenant, sub-tenant or
occupant, to an apparently adult person in the
rental unit;
(b) leaving it in the mail box \\"here mail is ordinarily delivered to the person; or
(c) sending it by mail to the address where the person resides

or carries on business.
(2) ·where a notice or document is given by mail, it shall WhNe notice
be deemed to have been given on the fifth day after mailing, ~~71n by
excluding Saturdays and holidays.
(3) Despite the other provisions of this section, the Commission may, in writing, direct a notice or document to be
given in any other manner.

Comm_ission
may give
written
direction>

(4) Despite the other provisions of this section,. a notice
Actual
,
nohc~ 1~
or document shall be deemed to have been validly given sufficient
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where it is proven that the contents of the notice or document
actually came to the attention of the person for whom the
notice or document was intended.
Parties to
application

100. The parties to an application are the person making
the application, any person entitled to receive a copy of
the application and any person added as a party by the
Commission.

Changing
parties;
amending
applications

101. Where, in any proceedings under this Act, the Commission is of the- opinion that,
(a) a person who should have been included as a party has

not been included as a party or that a party has been
incorrectly named, the Commission shall, unless it
would be unfair to do so, require that the person be
substituted or added as a party to the proceedings, or be
correctly named;
(b) a person who has been included as a party should not be

included as a party, the Commission shall require that
the person be removed as a party to the proceedings; or
(c)

an amendment to the application is justified and fair, the
Commission may direct the application be amended
accordingly.

PROCEDURE OF COMMISSION
Commission
to mediate

t 02.-(1) Where an application has been made to the
Commission, other than an application under section 126
(whole building rent review), the Commission shall enquire
into the matter and shall assist the parties to the proceeding
in attempting to settle the matter by agreement.

Frivolous or
vexatious
applications,
etc.

(2) The Commission may refuse to accept any application
or to continue any proceeding, where in its opinion, the
matter is trivial, frivolous, vexatious or has not been initiated
in good faith.

Withdrawing
application

(3) An applicant may withdraw an application at any
time before an order is made, but where the application is
made under section 126, the application may only be withdrawn with the consent of the Commission.

Decision

103.-(1) Where an application is made under section 126
or where the Commission has enquired into the matter and is
of the opinion that,

to hold
hearing
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(a) it is unlikely that the parties to a proceeding will be

able to settle the matter by agreement; or
(b) the urgency of having the matter resolved reqmres
that a determination be made,

the Commission shall notify the parties and hold a hearing.

(2) A hearing under subsection 1 shall be held before a
· ·
· ·
. any o f t h e
Comm1ss10ner
and t h e Comm1ss10ner
may exercise
powers of the Commission and an order of the Commissioner
shall be deemed to be the order of the Commission.
(3) A Commissioner is not disqualified from holding a hearing
and determining a matter by reason only of the fact that,

(a) he attempted to assist the parties to the proceeding

Hearing to
be before
one
Commissioner

Comrnis~ioner

not disqualilie<l
by reason of
mediating,
etc.

in settling the matter by agreement; or

(b) he took part in an inquiry or inspection related to
the dispute.
104.-(1) Where several different applications have been Issu·e'
made to the Commission, and the Commission is of the ~e'i~:e
opinion that it would be appropriate to determine the issues together
raised by the applications together, the Commission may
hear and determine the issues in dispute at a common hearing.
(2) Where the Commission is of the opinion that it would i ..ues
be appropriate to deal with some of the issues raised by an l:af.eard
application at separate hearings, the Commission may direct separately
that some of the issues be dealt with separately and may
set additional hearing dates for the determination of those
issues.

105.-(1) The Statutory Powers Procedure Act, 1971 applies
to proceedings by the Commission in the exercise of a statutory
power of decision.

Application of

(2) The giving to a party of a copy of an application to the
. , sh a JI be d eemed to b e comp1·iance wit
. h section
.
8
Comm1ss10n
of The Statutory Powers Procedure Act, 197J.

Deemed
comphance

19 11

' c.

47

m1, c. 4i

106. All parties to a proceeding under this Act are entitled Partie;,
to examine, and the Commission shall make available for ::::~~~fa~mme
examination, all material filed with the Commission relevant
to the proceeding.
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Commission
tu question

107. At the hearing, the Commission shall question the parties who are in attendance at the hearing and any witnesses, with a
view to determining the truth concerning the matters in dispute.

parties, t.'tc.

(om mission

may
investigate, etc.
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108. The Commission may, before or during a hearing,

(a) conduct any inquiry or inspection it considers
necessary; and

(b) question any person, by telephone or otherwise,
concerning the dispute.
Com mission

may consider
all relevant
information

1 09. In making its determination, the Commission may
consider any relevant information obtained by the Commission in addition to the evidence given at the hearing, provided that it first informs the parties of the additional information and gives them an opportunity to explain or
refute it.

Making of
order
applied for

110.-(1) After holding a hearing, and having regard to
all the circumstances, where the Commission is satisfied that
one or more orders that have been applied for is justified,
it shall make that order or those orders.

Making of
other orders

(2) After holding a hearing and having regard to all the
circumstances, where the Commission is satisfied that another
order that could have been applied for is justified, it may
make that other order.

Terms and

(3) The Commission may include in any order terms and
conditions it considers proper in all the circumstances.

conditioms

MATTERS RELATED TO COl\fMJSSION ORDERS
Where
unfairnc~ss
will prevent
eviction

Compensation
for
overholding

Eviction
order to indudc
order for
compensation
for ovcrholding-

111. Where an application has been made by a landlord for
an eviction order, the Commission shall refuse to make the
eviction order where the Commission is satisfied, having
regard to all the circumstances, that it would be unfair to
evict the tenant.
112.-(1) A landlord is entitled to compensation for the
use and occupation of a rental unit by a tenant after his
tenancy has been terminated.

(2) \Vhere the Commission makes an eviction order, it
shall make an order requiring the tenant to compensate the
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landlord for the use and occupation of the rental unit calculated
for each day the tenant remains in occupation following the
termination of the tenan_cy.
(3) ~here a la?~lord obtains an order under_ subsection 2 ~f~~~~ent
or sect10n 49 reqmnng a tenant to compensate hlm for the use tor
and occupation of the rental unit, the landlord may, within f~;'pmation
thirty days of the date the tenant ceased to occupy the overholding
rental unit, file with the Commission a copy of the order and a
statement in the prescribed form setting out the number of
days that the tenant remained in occupation following the
termination of the tenancy, and the Commission shall calculate
the final amount due under the order and shall add a statement to the order setting out the final amount, \vhich statement shall comprise a part of the order.

(4-) The acceptance by the landlord of arrears of rent or Payment 1 .
.
.
.
by ovcrho dmg
compensat10n for use or occupation of the rental umt after tenant docs
a tenancy has been terminated does not operate as a waiver ~e~~state
of the termination or as a reinstatement of the tenancy or as tenancy
the creation of a new tenancy unless the parties so agree.
(5) \Vhere a tenant does not give up occupancy of the rental unit
.
h b
· .
d
d
b .
after h is tenancy as een terminate an a person nngs proceedings against the landlord to enforce a right to occupy the
rental unit occupied by the tenant, the tenant is liable to the
landlord for any compensation that the landlord is req uircd to pay
as a result of the tenant's failure to give up occupancy, and the
landlord may add the tenant as a third party in the proceedings.

Liaoility.of
ovcrholdm~
tenant

113.-(1) Where under section 29 (vital services) or 43
.
.
. .
(failure of landlord to comply with Comm1ss1on order) the
Commission directs a tenant to pay to the Commission all or
part of his rent that would otherwise be payable to the landlord or where a tenant has paid all or part of his rent to the
Commission under subsection 6 of section 28 (landlord's
responsibility to repair), the Commission may pay from the
rent it receives such amount as the Commission considers
necessary for the following purposes:

u.,eof
money where
rent paid to
Commission

1. To pay the tenant for any action authorized under

clause c of subsection 4 of section 28 or clause c of
subsection 2 of section 67.
2. To restore, or prevent the discontinuance of, the
supply of a vital service.
(2) Where the rent received by the Commission exceeds
the sum of,
(a) any amount paid under subsection 1; and

Excess

paid to
landlord
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(b) the amount that in the opinion of the Commission is
necessary to ensure compliance by the landlord with
an order of the Commission or a court,
the Commission shall pay the excess to the landlord.
Periodic
review of
need to
hold rent

(3) Where the Commission is holding rent to ensure compliance by the landlord \vith an order of the Commission or a
court, the Commission shall, on the request of the landlord,
or in any event not less often than once a month, review
the necessity of continuing to hold the rent.

Payment of
interest to
Treasurer

(4) Interest earned on moneys held by the Commission shall be
paid to the Treasurer of Ontario.

Where tenant
may deduct

114.-(1) Where the Commission makes an order requiring
a landlord to compensate a tenant, the Commission may
make an order that the tenant recover the compensation by
deducting a specified sum from his rent for a specified number
of rent payment periods.

com pen.°':a t Jon

from rent

Where
.
(2) Where the Commission makes an order requmng a
compcnsauon
. .
to landlord may tenant to compensate a landlord, the Comm1ss10n may make

r:,~:i~~~ts

an order permitting the tenant to pay the compensation by
paying a specified sum together with his rent for a specified
number of rent payment periods.

Lump ,i;um

(3) The Commission may, on the application of the landlord or
the tenant, rescind an order made under subsection 1 or 2, and
may order that any compensation still owing be paid in a lump
sum.

payments

Enforcement

ol order for the
payment of
money

Variation
of order

115.-(1) A certified copy of an order of the Commission
for the payment of money may be filed with the Supreme
Court or with a county or district court and, on being filed,
the order has the same force and effect and all proceedings
may be taken on it, as if it were a judgment of that court.

(2) \Vhere an order filed under subsection 1 is rescinded
or varied, upon filing in accordance with subsection 1, the
order or decision rescinding or varying the order previously
made,
(a) if the order or decision rescinds the order previously
made, the order previously made ceases to have
effect for the purposes of subsection 1; or
(b) if the order or decision varies the order previously
made, the order previously made as so varied may
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be enforced in a like manner as an order or decision
filed under subsection 1.
116.-(l) An order evicting a tenant, sub-tenant or occu- When '~rit ol
pant may be filed with the county or district court and, on ~:;"i::~;
being filed, has the same force and effect and all proceedings
may be taken on it, as if it were an order of that court, and
the clerk of the court shall issue a writ of possession.
(2) An employee of the Commission may be appointed Enfo:cement
· t h e ass1s
· tance of one or pos>ession
of vmt of
as a sh en'ff's offi.cer and may o b tam
more police officers for the purpose of enforcing writs of
possess10n.

APPEALS

1~7 .-(1) ~n}'. party to an applica!i~n who too~ yart in the :.!1.~~/rnm
hcanng may, w1thm fifteen days of rccc1vmg the dec1s1on or order Commissioner
of a Commissioner, appeal the decision or order by filing a notice
of appeal in the prescribed form with the Commission and
promptly giving a copy of the notice,

(a) where a tenant is appealing a decision or order
resulting from an application under section 126
(whole building rent review), to the landlord:
(b) where a landlord is appealing a decision or order
resulting from an application under section 126,
to the tenant of each rental unit in respect of which
the appeal is brought; and
(c) in all other cases, to all other parties to the application who took part in the hearing.
(2) Despite the fact that a person did not appear at the Permission
.
to appeal
hcanng, he may apply to a member of the Board of Commissioners for permission to appeal and the member of the
Board may, in his discretion, permit the person to appeal
upon such terms and conditions as the member of the Board
considers just.
(3) The parties to the appeal are the person appealing, any Parties to
person entitled to receive a copy of the notice of appeal and appeal
any person added as a party by the Commission.
(4) Where a notice of appeal is filed under subsection 1, the Reasonsto
. .
h
d
bcg1venby
Comm1ss10ner
w o ma e the order or decision being appealed Commissioner
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shall, where he has not already done so, prepare reasons for the
decision or order and give a copy of the reasons to each party
to the appeal.
Findings
of fart
considered
true unless
objection
made

(5) The findings of fact set out in the reasons for the decision or
order being appealed may be taken to be true unless, within seven
days of the filing of the notice of appeal or receipt of a copy
thereof, or within seven days of receiving the reasons, whichever is later, a party to the appeal files a statement in the prescribed form with the Commission and gives a copy of the
statement to all other parties to the proceeding setting out,
(a) the findings of fact set out in the reasons with which
he disagrees; and
(b) any facts he intends to prove at the hearing of the
appeal that were not set out in the reasons.

Limitation of
evidence on
appeal

(6) At the hearing of the appeal, the introduction of
evidence shall, unlPss the appeal panel otherwise directs,
be limited to proving facts,

(a) with which a party to the appeal has disagreed in a
statement filed under subsection 5; or
(b) which a party to the appeal has stated, in a statement filed under subsection 5 , he intends to prove.
Composition
of appeal
panel

(i ) The appeal shall be heard before an appeal panel composed
of two Appeal Commissioners and one member of the Board of
Commissioners, none of whom took part in the making of the
decision or order being appealed.

Powers of
appeal panel

(8) After the hearing of the appeal, the appeal panel may,
(a) affirm the decision or order of the Commissioner ; or
(b) make any decision or order t hat a Commissioner is
authorized to ma ke under this Act, and for such
purposes the appeal panel may substitute its opinion
for that of the Commissioner.

/\ppeal panel
m ay rehear
a ppeal

(9) The appeal panel may decide on its own motion to rehear an
appeal where in its opinion there has been a serious error, and at
such rehearing, the appeal panel may confirm, rescind, amend or
replace any decision or order previou sly made.

Order of appeal
panel deemed
order of
Commission

(10) A decision or order of t he appeal panel shall be
deemed to be the decision or order of the Commission.
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118• -(1) An:y· party to an appeal. under section 117 may,
on a question of law, appeal a decision or order of the Commission to the Supreme Court.

Api:cal to

DlV1smnal

Court

(2) An appeal under subsection 1 shall be by way of Appeal 1,r be
stated case and the Commission shall, after service of the ~I,~tate
notice of appeal in accordance with the rules of the Supreme
Court, upon the request of the person appealing, state a case
in writing to the Supreme Court setting out the material facts
found by the Commission and the grounds on which the
decision or order is questioned.
(3) The Commission is entitled to be heard, bv counsel or Uimmission
. upon t h e argument o f an appea ) un d er "t h'ts sect10n.
.
entitled to be
oth erw1se,
heard on
appeal

(4) \Vhere a case is stated under subsection 2, the Supreme
Court shall hear and determine the appeal and may,

DP?"':c;sof
1\.·1:;;1ona1
Court

(a) affirm, rescind, amend or replace the decision or
order;
(b) cause the case to be sent back to the Commission for
amendment and deliver judgment after it has been
amended; or

(c) remit the matter to the Commission with the opinion
of the Supreme Court,
and may make,
(d) any other order in relation to the matter that it
considers proper ; and
(e) any order, with respect to costs, that it considers
proper.
119. Unless otherwise ordered by,

(a) where an appeal is taken under section 1I7, a member of the Board of Commissioners; or
(b) where an appeal is taken under section 118, a
judge of the Supreme Court,
an appeal from an order made under any of the following
provisions does not stay the order pending the hearing of
the appeal :

Certain orders
not staved

pending
appeal
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1. Subsection l of section 17.

2. Subsection 2 of section 20.
3. Clause a of subsection 3 of section 25.
4. Clause c or e of subsection 4 of section 28.
5. Clause a, d or e of subsection 2 of section 29.
6. Subsection 4 of section 29.

7. Clause a or d of subsection 2 of section 30.
8. Clause a of subsection 3 of section 31.
9. Clause a or c of subsection 2 of section 36.
10. Clause e of subsection 2 of section 37.

11. Clause a or d of subsection 3 of section 38.
12. Section 39.

13. Clause c of subsection 2 of section 41.
14. Clause b of subsection 2 of section 42.
15. Section 43 or 44.

16. Clause a of section 49.
17. Section 50.
18. Subsection 1 of section 51.

19. Subsection 1 of section 52.
20. Section 54.
21. Section 56.

22. Subsection 3 of section 59.
23. Clause a of subsection 2 of section 62.
24. Clause b of subsection 13 of section 63.
25. Clause a of subsection 4 of section 64.
26. Clause c or e of subsection 2 of section 67.
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PART X
MISCELLANEOUS

120. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make
regulations,

Regulat;ons

(a) prescribing, for the purposes of section 131, matters
in respect of which the Commission may make
findings;
(b) exempting from Part XI rental units the monthly
rental for which is $750 or more;
(c) prescribing fees for the purposes of section 89;
(d) prescribing the form of assignments and subletting
agreements and consents thereto;
(e) prescribing the form of a notice of rent increase for
the purposes of section 60;
(j) prescribing the form of an inventory and of a written
report for the purposes of section 63,
(g) prescribing the form of an application to the Commission;

(h) prescribing the form of a notice of appeal for the
purposes of subsection 1 of section 11 7 ;
(i) prescribing the form of a statement for the purposes
of subsection 5 of section 117;
(j) prescribing the form of a statement for the purposes
of subsection 3 of section 112;

(k) prescribing anything that by this Act may be
prescribed.
121. Substantial compliance with the requirements of
.
this Act respecting the contents of forms, notices or documents is sufficient unless the Commission is of the opinion
that it would result in unfairness to any person.

Substantial
comphance
with forms, etc. ,
sufficient

122. Any person mav, without let or hindrance, organize Right to
or participate in an as~ociation the purpose of which is to ~~~~~~;a~~
secure and enforce the rights established by this Act.
m a..ociat1on
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128.-(1) Any person who,

(a) knowingly fails to obey an order of the Commission;
(b) knowingly furnishes false information in any application, report or statement to the Commission under this
Act or in any proceedings before the Commission;
(c) knowingly breaches an obligation imposed upon him by
subsection 1 or 2 of section 25 (changing of locks), subsection 1 of section 26 (right to privacy), subsection 1 of
section 29 (withholding vital services), subsection 1 of
section 31 (seizure of tenant's property), subsection 1 of
section 32 (posting notice of legal name of landlord),
subsection 1 or 2 of section 35 (entry of political canvassers); or
(d) harasses a tenant for the purpose of forcing the tenant to
vacate or abandon a rental unit,
·
and every director or officer of a corporation who knowingly
concurs in the prohibited act is guilty of an offence and on summary conviction is liable to a fine not exceeding $2,000.
Where
corporation
convicted

(2) \Vhere a corporation is convicted of an offence under
subsection 1, the maximum penalty that may be imposed upon
the corporation is S25,000, and not as provided therein.

PART XI
RENT REVIEW
Only one
rent increase
per year

124. The rcn t charged for a rental unit shall not be increased more often than once in any twelve-month period.

Maximum
permitted

125. Unless otherwise authorized under this Act, no landlord shall increase the rent charged for a rental unit by more
than 6 per cent of the last rent that was charged for an
equivalent rental period.

rent increase

without

application

Application
by landlord

1~6.-(1) \Vhere a landlord desires to increase the rent
charged for a rental unit by more than the percentage referred to in section 125, he may apply to the Commission for
an order permitting him to do so, whether or not the rental
unit is the subject of a t enancy agreement at the t ime of
application.
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(2) When the landlord
applies to the Commission for Whole
.
bu1Jdmg
an order under subsection 1, he shall, as part of the same re,·iew
application, apply for a determination of the rents that
may be charged for all of the rental units in the residential
complex in which the units are situate when such units
are rented or re-rented during the twelve-month period
following the effective date of the first rent increase applied
for, whether or not those units arc the subject of tenancy
agreements at the time of application.
(3) An. application
under this section shall state the reasons and
Reas'?ns !or
.
time of
for the mtended increases and shall be made not less than application
sixty days before the effective date of the first intended rent
increase that exceeds the percentage referred to in section 125.
(4) Where an application is made under this section, the Filing.of
material
landlord shall, not later than fourteen days before the date of
the hearing of the application, file with the Commission all
the material on which he intends to rely in support of his
application, but the Commission may direct the landlord to
file additional material and the hearing shall not commence or
proceed until the other parties have had an opportunity to
examine the additional material.
127 .- (1) A tenant who desires to dispute any intended Application
rent increase for his rental unit may apply to the Commission by tenant
for an order requiring the landlord to reduce the amount
of the rent increase.

(2) Subsection 1 does not apply to a rent increase that
results in a rent not exceeding the maximum approved
by the Commission for the applicable rental unit.

Exception

(3) An application under this section shall be made not Tim~ fo~
.
d ays be f ore t h e effect1ve
.
d ate o f t h e mten
.
d ed apphcat1on
less t han sixty
rent increase.
128. \.\'here a rental unit that has not been rented during Where vacant
becomes
.
. d t h en becomes rented, the umt
t h e previous
twe l vc-mont h perm
rented
rent then charged shall form the basis for determining
whether subsequent rent increases exceed the percentage
referred to in section 125, provided that the rent charged is
comparable to the average rent charged for similar rental
units in the residential complex.

129.-(1) No tenant is liable to pay anCnt increase Tenant not
· excess o f t h at permitte
· d to be charged under this
. Part. illegal
habletopav
m
rentincrea~e

(2) Where, on the application of a tenant, the Commission Remedy
determines that the tenant has paid an amount of rent that
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1975,
(2nd Sess.)
c. 12

is in excess of that permitted by this Part or by The Residential
Premises Rent Review Act, 1975 (2nd Session), the Commission
shall order that the landlord pay the excess to the tenant and
shall declare the rent that may lawfully be charged.

Commission
may hear
application
unders. 126
although
noliceol

130. Where under section 126 a landlord applies to the
Commission for a determination of the rents that may be
charged for all rental units in a residential complex, the
Commission is empowered to hear the application and to
determine the rent that may be charged for each rental unit
despite the fact the landlord may not have, in respect of
any rental unit, given notice under section 60 (notice of
rent increase), but nothing in this section relieves the landlord from compliance with section 60.

rent increase

not yet given

Commission

determination
of total
rent increase
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131.-(1) Where an application is made by a landlord
under section 126, the Commission shall determine the total
rent increase for the residential complex that is justified by,

(a) the findings of the Commission concerning operating
costs, financing costs and capital expenditures that
the landlord has experienced or will experience in
respect of the residential complex;
(b) the findings of the Commission concerning a financial
Loss that the landlord has experienced or will experience
in respect of the residential complex;
(c) the findings of the Commission concerning an improvement or deterioration in the standard of maintenance and repair of the residential complex or any
rental unit located therein;
(d) the findings of the Commission concerning matters
prescribed by the regulations.
Limitation on
consideration
of financing
costs

(2) In reaching its findings concerning financing costs under
clause a of subsection 1, the Commission shall consider
increases in financing costs resulting from the landlord's
purchase of the residential complex only to the extent
necessary to prevent a financial loss by the landlord.

Relief of
hardship

(3) When the total rent increase for the residential complex
has been determined under subsection 1, if t he resulting gross
revenue does not exceed the costs found under clause a of
subsection 1 by at least 2 per cent , the Commission may,
wh ere it considers it necessary to relieve the landlord from
hardship, allow the landlord the additional revenue required
t o raise the gross revenue to not more than 2 per cent
above the cost s found.
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(4) In apportioning the total rent increase determined Apportionment
·
1
3
. .
of total rent
under subsectrnns
and
amongst the rental um ts m the increa.,,
residential complex, the Commission may take into account
the following matters:
1. The rent schedule proposed by the landlord in his

application.
2. Variations, and the reasons therefor, in the rents being
charged by the landlord for similar rental units
within the residential complex.
3. Rents and variations in the rents being charged by
other landlords for similar rental units situate in
similar residential complexes within the same geographical vicinity.
(5) \Vhere the Commission has determined and apportioned Ord~reetting
.
d
h'
.
maximum

-t11e tot al rent mcrease un er t IS section,

rent chargeable
for each unit

(a) the Commission shall make an order setting the
maximum rent that may be charged for each rental
unit that is under review and the date the rents may
take effect; and
(b) the Commission may order the landlord or tenant to
pay to the other any sum of money that is owed to the
other by reason of the decision of the Commission
in setting the maximum rent for a rental unit.

132.-(1) 'Where an application is made by a tenant under
• 127 , m
• determrnmg
• • a rent mcrease
•
for the rental
section
unit, the Commission $hall, except where there has been an
application under section 126 (whole building rent review),
consider only the following matters:

Considerations
whore tenant
applies

1. Variations, and the reasons therefor, in the rents
being charged by the landlord for similar rental
units within the residential complex.
2. Rents being charged by other landlords for similar
rental units situate in similar residential complexes
within the same geographical vicinity.
3 . An improvement or deterioration shown to have
occurred in the standard of maintenance and repair
that affects the rental unit.
(2) Where the Commission has made a determination on
the application,

Ordcrsetting

maximum

rent clwrgeable
for the unit
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(a) the Commission shall make an order setting the
maximum rent that may be charged for the rental
unit under review; and
(b) the Commission may order the landlord or tenant to
pay to the other any sum of money that is owed
to the other by reason of the decision of the Commission setting the maximum rent for the rental
unit.
Rent
chargeable
until order
Lakes effect

133. Where a notice of an intended rent increase has
been given under section 60, a rent increase up to the lesser
of,

(a) the intended rent increase specified m the notice:
and
(b) the limit imposed by section 125,
may be charged and collected by the landlord until such
time as the Commission's order setting the maximum rent
that may be charged for the rental unit takes effect.
Exemptions

134.-(1) The following rental units are exempt from this
Part:
(a) a rental unit situate in a residential complex ovmed,

operated or administered by or on behalf of t he
Government of Canada or Ontario or a municipality,
including a regional, district or metropolitan municipality, or any agency thereof;

KS.C. 1970.
c. N-10

(b) a rental unit situate in a non-profit housing project,
rents for which are subject to the approval of the
Government of Canada or Ontario or a municipality,
including a regional, district or metropolitan municipality, or any agency thereof, or situate in a nonprofit co-operative housing project as defined in the
National Housing Act (Canada );
(c) a rental unit situate in a building, no part of which
was occupied as a rental unit before the 1st day of
January, 1976;
(d) a rental unit that is a mobile home or mobile home

site that was not occupied as a rental unit before the
1st day of January, 1976 ;
(e) a rental unit the monthly rental for which is $750 or
more, if the Lieutenant Governor in Council has,
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by regulation made after the 31st day of December,
1979, exempted such premises from the provisions
of this Part ;
(j) a rental unit not otherwise exempt from tliis Act
that is provided by an educational institution to a
student or member of its staff except that, where
there is a council or association representing the
residents, the exemption does not apply in respect of
a rent increase unless there has been consultation
with tl1e council or association respecting the
increase;
(g) a rental unit situate in a residential complex owned,
operated or administered by a religious institution
for a charitable use on a non-profit basis.

(2) This Part does not apply to a rent increase to a tenant Subsirlizerl
in subsidized public housing wl10 is occupying a rental unit h~~~:~g
other than a unit referred to in clause a orb of subsection 1,
but this Part does apply to the unit itself.
(3) Where a landlord, by reason of the existence of
.
l
, . .
.
d. .
d epressed econonuc con ttlons in a loca mumc1pa1tty,
designated by order of the Minister, reduces a tenant's rent,
and thereafter, not sooner than twelve months after the
reduction took effect, desires to increase the rent, the landlord may increase the rent to,

Application
of Part in
economically

<lepm_sed .t

mumc1pa1i y

(a) tlie maximum rent that could have been cliarged
bv the landlord for the rental unit at the date of
the intended increase without applying to the
Commission under section 126 had the rent not been
decreased; or

(b) the current maximum rent previously established
by the Commission on an application made under
section 126.
PART XII
REPEALJNG AND TRANSITJONAL

135.-{l) The title to The Landlord and Tenant Act, being R.s.o. 1970,
chapter 236 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, is~~~;:~:;!~
repealed and the following substituted therefor:

The Commercial Tenancies Act
(2) Clause c of section 1 of the said Act, as re-enacted bv R.s.o. 1970,
. ) h
- c. 236, >.I (c),
the Statutes of Ontario, 1975 (2ncl Sess10n ' c apter 13 , repealer!
section 1, is repealed.
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R.S.O. 1970.

(3) Section 2 of the said Act is repealed and the following
substituted therefor.

C.

236, S. 2,

re-enacted
Application
1979,c. .
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2. This Act does not apply to tenancies and tenancy
agreements to which The Residential Tenancies Act, 1979,
applies.

Pt. I V
(ss. 81-116),
repealed

(4) Part IV of the said Act, as amended by the Statutes
of Ontario, 1972, chapter 123, and 1975 (2nd Session) chapter
13, sections 2 to 4, subsection 1 of section 5 and sections
6 to I 0, is repealed.

R.S.O. 1970,
c. 223,
2.
amended

136.--{1) Section 2 of The Innkeepers Act, being chapter
223 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, is amended by
striking out "boarding-house keeper or lodging-house keeper'',
"boarder or lodger" and "boarding house or lodging house"
where those expressions occur.

5.

5.

J,

amended

s. 7.
amended

Notice

of rent
increase

(2) Section 3 of the said Act is amended by striking out
"boarding-house keeper, lodging-house keeper" and "boarding house, lodging house" where those expressions occur.

(3) Section 7 of the said Act is amended by striking out
"lodging-house keeper or boarding-house keeper" where that
expression occurs.
137. For a period of six months following the day section
60 of this Act comes into force , a notice that before the repeal
of Part IV of The Landlord and Tenant Act would have
complied with subsection I of section 115 of that Act ,
shall be deemed to be sufficient notice for the purposes of
subsection 1 of section 60 of this Act.

Application
of Part XI

138. Part XI applies only to applications made in respect
of rent increases intended· to take effect on and after the 1st
of December, 1979.

Transitional

139.-(1) Where, before the day the repeal of Part IV of
T he L andlord and T enant A ct takes effect,

on repeal of
R .S.O. 1970,
C.

2J6,

Part IV

(a) circumst ances arise t hat give grounds for making
an application under Part I V of T he Landlord and
T enant A ct; or

(b) an application is made under Part IV of The Landlord and Tenant Act,
then despit e the repeal of Part IV by section 135 of this
Act , Part IV of that Act continues in force for the purposes
of an d applies to,
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(c) making an application in the case mentioned in
clause a and hearing and making orders in respect of
that application or in respect of an application
mentioned in clause b, and appeals from such orders;
and
(d) enforcing orders made under Part IV of that Act,

and Parts I to X of this Act do not apply to applications
made or entitled to be made under Part fV of The Landlord
and Tenant Act by reason of this section.
(2) This Act applies to tenancies under tenancy agree.
. .
ments entcred mto
or renewe d b e fore an d sub s1stmg
on t h e
day this Act comes into force or entered into on or after
that day.

AppHcation
to existing
tenancies

t 40. This Act comes into force on a day to be named by Commenceproclamation of the Lieutenant Governor.
ment
t 4 t • The short title of this Act is The Residential Tenancics Act, 1979.

Short title
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SCHEDULE
STANDARD RESTDENTlAL

TENANCY AGREEMENT
INSTRUCTIONS FOR LANDLORD AND TENANT
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS TENANCY
AGREE:\fENT OR YOUR RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS UNDER
THE RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES ACT, 1979, YOU ARE INVITED
TO ASK THE RESIDENTIAL TENANCY COMMISSION FOR ASSISTANCE. THE COMMISSION HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED TO ADVISE AND ASSIST THE PUBLIC ON ALL RESIDENTIAL TENANCY
?!1ATTERS. JN ADDITION, THE cmB1ISSION HAS POWER TO
MEDIATE AND DECIDE DISPUTES BETWEEN LANDLORDS AND
TENANTS.
Thjs is the Standard Residential Tenancy Agreement, established under The Residential Tenancies Act, 1979. This
agreement is applicable to all residential tenancies iu Ontario.
The agreement must be signed by both the landlord and the
tenant, or their agents.
Two copies of the agreement must be completed, one of which is
to be given to the tenant.
No part of the tenancy agreement may be altered or deleted,
but additional benefits and obligations may be added.

TENANCY AGREEMENT
This tenancy agreement is made between:
- - - - - - - - - - - - , the landlord
Name

Address

T elephone
- - -·--

and---

·--· -· · - - ·

-~----

Name(s)
- - - - - - - - - - - - , the tenant.
Rental
Unit

1. The landlord will rent to the tenant and the tenant will
rent from the landlord the following rental unit.
Apt. No. Street Name and Number

City, Town, etc.

Postal Code

(or other
appropriate
description)

1979

2. COMPLETE EITHER (a} OR (b)
WHICH IS APPLICABLE:

O
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A~D

CHECK (/)

~ature

ancl

Duration
of

(a) The tenancy is for a fixed term beginning on the - - Tenancy
19---- - and ending on the

day o f - - - - -

- - day of - - - - - - - , 19- -. (The tenancy
will then automatically renew as a monthly tenancy
unle>> terminated under The Residential Tenandes
Acl, 1979);

O (b) The tenancy is periodic (e.g. weekly, monthly, etc.)
beginning on the ---- day of
19 - - and running from -

(week to week. month to

month, etc., as the case may be)
3. (a) The rent for the rental unit is $- - per- - - -· Rent
(week, month,
- - - - - - - - - - - - -, payablcin advance
etc., as the case may be)
for the duration of the tenancy. The fint payment is
$ - ··(pro-rated as necessary) and thereafter $---- per

, payable on the
(week, month, etc., as the case may be)
-

- day of every
·- - · (week, month, etc.. as the case may be)

Rent payments are to be made to - - -- - ---- (Xame and address
where payment to be made)

(b) The rent mentioned above includes payment for all
services and facilities (e.g. parking, utilities, appliances, etc.) promised by the landlord, including.

- - - -- - - - - - - -- -----·

--

---·-----·-----·-----

---------------------

Provision of the following services and facilities is the
re>ponsibility of the tenant:
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Deposit
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4. THIS PROVISION IS OPTlONAL. CHECK THE BOX
( v) IF THE PROVISION IS TO APPLY: 0

(a) The tenant agrees to pay the landlord a rent deposit
in the amount of $ - - , which v.~11 be applied only
in payment of rent for the period immediately
preceding the termination of the tenancy.
(b) The landlord will pay annually to the tenant interest
on the rent deposit at the rate of 9 per cent per year.

The interest will be paid on
of each year.
Residential
Tenancit~

Act

(Insert date)

5. The landlord and the tenant promise to comply with all
obligations imposed on them by The Residential Tenancies
Act, 1979.

Additional
Obligations

6. The landlord and the tenant promise to comply with any
additional obligations set out below.
(NOTE: Additional benefits and obligations cannot conflict
with The Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, and where an
obligation concerns the tenant's use, occupancy or maintenance
of the rental unit or residential complex or use of services and
f acilitie.~ provided by the landlord, the obligation cannot be
enforced unless it is reasonable in all the circumstances).

Reasonable
Rules

7. The tenant promises to comply with the rules concerning
the tenant's use, occupancy or maintenance of the rental
unit or residential complex or use of services and facilities
provided by the landlord that are set out below and as may.
from time to time, be established or. modified by the
landlord, provided that the rules are in writing, made
known to the tenant and reasonable in all the circumstances.

Signature of Landlord or authorized agent

Date

Signature of Tenant(s)
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With regard to paragraphs 6 and 7 of thi-; ten a ncy agreement .
the landlord and tenant are referred to secti on 6 of The Residential
Tenancies Act, 1979 which provide5 :

6.-( 1) In addition to the benefits and obligations
.
.
contamed m the form of tenancy agreement set
out in the Schedule, a landlord and tenant may
provide in a written tenancy agreement for other
benefits and obligations which do not conflict with
this Act, but where an obligation concerns the
tenant's use, occupancy or maintenance of the
rental unit or residential complex or use of services
and facilities provided by the landlord, the obligation cannot be enforced unless it is reasonable in
all the circumstances.

Additions
to standard
form

(2) A landlord shall not establish
or modify,
.
,
nor can he enforce, rules concerning the tenant s
use, occupancy or maintenance of the rental unit
or residential complex or use of services and
facilities provided by the landlord unless they are
in writing, made known to the tenant and reasonable
in all the circumstances.

House b
ruesto
1
e
reasonable

(3) Unless shown to be otherwise, for the purposes
. section,
.
.
. reasonabl e
of t h is
a ru le or o bl.1gat10n
1s
where it is,

Where rule
reasonable

(a ) intended to,

(i) promote fair distribution of services
and facilities to the occupants of
the residential complex,
(ii) promote the safety or welfare of
persons working or residing in the
residential complex, or
(iii) protect the landlord's property from
abuse;
(b) reasonably related to the purpose for which
it is intended ;

(c) applicable to all tenants in a fair manner;
and
(d) sufficiently clear in its prohibition, direction
or limitation of the tenant's conduct to
inform him of what he must do or must
not do in order to comply with it.
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rea5onableness

Where
compliance
order not to
issue
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(4) A landlord or a tenant may apply to the
Commission to determine whether a rule or obligation is reasonable in all the circumstances.
(S) Where the Commission determines that the
tenant has breached the obligation imposed by
subsection 1 ·of section 40 (compliance with
additional obligations) , no order shall be made
under clause a or b of subsection 4 of section 40
unless the Commission is of the opinion that the
breach has resulted in damage beyond ordinary
wear and tear to the rental unit or residential
complex or unreasonable interference with,
(a) the safety; or
(b) the enjoyment for all usual purposes by

the landlord or any tenant or members
of their households,
of the residential complex or any rental unit.

